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ABSTRACT

Optimization of runoff agriculture involves the selection of a

crop whose water requirements correspond to the precipitation patterns of

the area; the selection of a runoff treatment which, when applied to the

catchment area, produces the greatest amount of water at the lowest cost;

and the establishment of the ratio of catchment area to crop area.

A model is presented which utilizes linear programming and water-

shed cropland simulation to select the best suited crop and runoff treat-

ment for the system being considered. The model is then modified to

determine the optimum catchment area ratio to be used.

The model was applied to the reclaimed coal mine lands on the

Black Mesa of northern Arizona. Results show that maximum economic re-

turns can be obtained for conventional irrigated agriculture by using a

ratio of 55 acres of catchment area with no runoff treatment to one acre

of cropland producing corn. The use of carry-over pond storage to allow

for supplemental irrigation is prohibited due to high evaporation rates

on the Black Mesa. By reducing the corn crop density from the conven-

tional 20,000 plants per acre to 5,000 plants per acre, the catchment

area ratio can be reduced to an apparent ratio of 13:1. Hopi Indian

farmers on the Black Mesa use a density of 5,000 plants per acre for cul-

tivating a highly adapted strain of Indian corn.

vii



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The reclamation of mine lands in arid and semi-arid regions is

generally considered to be equivalent to the re-establishment of vegeta-

tion and the return of the land to its former use, usually grazing. The

time has come to give thought to using these disturbed lands in a manner

possibly more beneficial than grazing. Although agriculture is not

usually considered feasible in arid regions, the application of runoff

harvesting to the venture of agriculture adds a new dimension to the rec-

lamation of strip mined lands in arid climates. The spreading of water

collected from catchments onto agricultural land for crop production is

generally considered to be runoff agriculture (Fogel 1975). Figure ,1

presents an illustration of a runoff farm with a pond for carry-over

storage. The pond allows for irrigation of the crop.

Runoff agriculture brings with it several problems which must be

fully appreciated and understood before the technique can be successfully

employed. These problems can be grouped into three major areas:

1. a sufficient catchment area must be allocated to provide a water-

shed from which runoff water may be harvested,

2. the catchment area may require treatment to allow for efficient

recovery of the precipitation, and

3. crop growth periods and water requirements must correspond to a

certain degree with the precipitation patterns of the area.
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The size of the catchment area is generally referred to in terms

of a catchment area ratio. That is, the number of acres of catchment

area necessary to produce the runoff required for cultivation of one acre

of crop area.

It is a readily observed fact that more runoff occurs from a

sloping asphalt paved lot than from an undulating sandy soil lot. From

this observation, it is easy to conclude that a smaller area of asphalt

pavement would be necessary to harvest a given amount of runoff than the

area of sandy soil required to produce the same amount of runoff. These

observations lead to the concept of treating the catchment area to pro-

duce greater amounts of runoff without increasing the size of the catch-

ment area. Some commonly considered runoff treatments are compacting the

catchment soil; adding sodium to the catchment soil; and covering the

catchment soil with a membrane or with asphalt. Although these treat-

ments increase the runoff from the catchment area, they also add an ex-

pense to the production of runoff water. The trade-off between quantity

of water and cost of water must be evaluated in determining if a runoff

treatment is necessary and, if so, which one.

The question of how much water is needed for the cultivation of

the crop area is best approached through the concept of consumptive use.

Consumptive use is defined as the unit amount of water used on a given

area in transpiration, building of plant tissues, and evaporation from

adjacent soil (Erie, French and Harris 1965). Crop water use refers only

to water used by the plants in building tissue and for transpiration; it

does not include evaporation from the adjacent soil. Potential crop
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water use is the amount of water the plants would use if the availability

of water is not a limiting factor. Actual crop water use is the amount

of water used by the plants under the existing conditions (i.e., where the

availability of water may be a limiting factor).

The factors which affect consumptive use can be classified as

natural or man-made. The man-made factors include water supply and man-

agement, date of planting, crop varieties, fertility, plant spacing, cul-

tivation, and chemical sprays (Erie et al. 1965). It is therefore

necessary to adequately define the crop area system and management before

a consumptive use value can be assigned to that crop. Unless expenses

are occurred (e.g., building a greenhouse), the natural factors of climite,

soils, and topography are defined by stating where the crop area is lo-

cated. The man-made factors are defined by the quality and quantity of

inputs into the system- (the crop area) and the intended management of the

system. Deviations in either the natural or man-made factors will lessen

the validity of the assigned values for the consumptive uses of crops

under study.

The model presented in this study is designed for use on any

given system; however its primary intent was for the evaluation of runoff

agriculture on the coal spoils of the Black Mesa of northern Arizona.

The best available consumptive use data is for crops grown on experimen-

tal farms near Phoenix, Arizona (Erie et al. 1965). The adjustment of

these Phoenix consumptive use data to fit the needs of the system on the

Black Mesa was done with as much precision as possible, but some short-

comings were unavoidable. The Blaney-Criddle formula (Erie et al. 1965)
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was used to compensate for the change in climate. Allowing for the dif-

ferences of the systems was not as easy. Information concerning the best

approach to runoff agriculture on the Black Mesa is not scientifically

documented. The Hopi Indians, the traditional farmers of the Black Mesa,

have used a form of runoff agriculture to cultivate a strain of Indian

corn for many generations. Hopi agriculture, however, is more of an art

than a science and does not lend itself to mathematical modeling. For

this reason, the documented data for the Phoenix farms were used for the

model and it was assumed that the system and management of the Black Mesa

farms would copy those of the Phoenix farms. The Phoenix farms used a

system of conventional crop strains planted with conventional crop spac-

ing and utilizing irrigation based on depletion of soil moisture content.

The model presented in this paper is composed of two major parts:

one for allocating the given land to either catchment area or crop area,

and one for determining the results of the growing season for that allo-

cation. The allocation part of the model uses consumptive use data for a

crop to determine how much catchment area is needed to supply the neces-

sary water. The growing season results part of the model utilizes crop

water uses (both potential and actual) and soil evaporation to determine

the resulting crop yield. In explaining the model it is necessary to

differentiate between "growing season" and crop growth periods". Growing

season refers to the length of time during which climatic conditions al-

low for crops to be grown. Crop growth periods refer to the time re-

quired for each crop to germinate, mature, and be harvested. Obviously,
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a crop growth period must be less than the growing season if the crop is

to be successfully harvested.



CHAPTER 2

METHODOLOGY

The use of linear programming provides a good start for analyzing

the question of runoff agriculture. Linear programming is an operations

research tool easily adapted to resource allocation problems. By formu-

lating a problem as the maximization of an objective function, and by

applying physical constraints on how the resource is to be allocated, an

optimal solution for the use of the resource is determined.

In the case of reclamation by runoff agriculture, the resource

being allocated is land. The land being reclaimed is divided between

crop area and catchment area.

The objective function is a statement of the profit (positive or

negative) derived from each possible use of the land. As an example,

assume the possibility of growing one of two crops, A or B, and the pos-

sibility of treating the catchment area to enhance runoff with one of two

treatments, X or Z. The profits produced per acre by crop A and by crop

B are known. The costs of applying runoff treatments X and Z are also

known. Hence, the objective function is a statement of maximizing the

potential profit derived from a specific allocation of the land to the

most profitable uses:

Maximize Profit:

Profit = (Pa) (A) + (Pb )(B) - (c )c ) (X) - (c z )(Z)	 (1)

7
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where A = acres allocated to crop A

B = acres allocated to crop B

X = acres allocated to runoff treatment X

Z = acres allocated to runoff treatment Z

Pa = profit derived from one acre of crop A

P
b = profit derived from one acre of crop B

cx = cost of applying runoff treatment X to one acre

c 	 cost of applying runoff treatment Z to one acre

A constraint must be placed on this objective function to prevent

a total allocation to the most profitable crop, with no allocation to

catchment area.

The needed constraint must obviously be tied to water use and

water production. Knowing how much water is produced by each acre of

runoff treatment X and by each acre of runoff treatment Z; and knowing

how much water is consumed by each acre of crop A and each acre of crop

B, a watér constraint can be stated:

(Wx)(X) + (W z )(Z) - (Wa)(A) - (Wb )(B)	 0	 (2)

where W
a 

= consumptive use per acre for crop A

W
b 

= consumptive use per acre for crop B

W
x 

= water yield per acre for runoff treatment X

Wz = water yield 
per acre for runoff treatment Z

A, B, X, and Z are as defined earlier.

There is no maximizing or minimizing involved. The equation

states that the total of the water produced and the water used must be
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greater than or equal to zero. Stated differently, the total amount of

water harvested from the catchment area must equal or be greater than the

total water used by the crop area.

Another constraint is needed to insure that no more land than is

available is allocated:

A +B+X+Z= Total Area	 (3)

where A, B, X and Z have been previously defined.

Given the stated objective function and two constraints, linear

programming techniques can determine the optimum allocation of land be-

tween runoff catchment area and farming cropland. By using this tech-

nique, the water requirements of a crop are considered along with the

profit margin of the crop. Also, the ability of a land treatment to

produce runoff is considered along with the cost of implementing the

treatment.

Linear programming is a useful tool for land allocation but it

does not consider the element of time adequately. The economics involved

in formulating the problem demands the consideration of the entire grow-

ing season as an instantaneous unit of time. This aspect leaves the

problem of crop water requirements and precipitation patterns unresolved.

Mathematical modeling provides a method for maintaining a daily

water balance for the system of the reclaimed area. By using a "book-

keeping operation", it is possible to account for the water coming into

the system, moving within the system, and leaving the system.

The potential water use of a crop is not constant with time. As

a crop germinates, passes through the seedling stage, and matures, it
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requires more and more water to sustain itself and to add new growth.

When the crop is mature, its need for water starts to decrease. Poten-

tial water use varies from crop to crop. Some crops have a rapid in-

crease in their demand for water and then exert a stable demand for a

period of time before experiencing a rapidly declining demand. Other

crops have a steady increase in potential water use, reach a peak, and

then have a steady decrease in potential water use. This leads to the

problem, as stated earlier, that the precipitation pattern may not coin-

cide with the potential water use pattern of the crop.

By utilizing a daily water balance, the mathematical model is

capable of determining if water is available to the crop to fulfill the

crop's potential water use. If, for periods of the growing season, there

is no rain and no stored water for irrigating the crop, the crop will not

have water available for use, and hence, its actual water use will be

less than its potential water use. A direct result of the crop receiving

less water than it desires is that the crop production will be less than

maximum. If the crop receives less than the minimum water required for

any production at all, there will be no yield.

If the water balance model determines that a crop chosen by the

linear programming model has resulted in a less than maximum yield, this

yield data must be transmitted back to the linear programming model which

has based its allocation on an assumed maximum yield. (The objective

function crop profit constants are based on maximum yields.) Since water

is the limiting factor in runoff agriculture, it is perhaps safer to in-

terpret the above situation not as a case of lesser yield but as a case
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of not receiving enough water to result in a maximum yield. Some of the

required water was lost due to water storage, either in the soil or in

the pond. By providing more water to the crop, these losses due to stor-

age can be met. Therefore, upon returning to the linear programming

model, the water constraint is modified by increasing the consumptive use

of that crop to indicate that the crop requires more water to produce a

maximum yield. Consequently, in the revised linear programming problem,

for this crop to be chosen again would require a higher catchment area

ratio in order to produce the additional water required for a maximum

yield.

Figure 2 shows the algorithm used to move between the linear

programming model and the water balance model. The crop chosen in the

original allocation will not necessarily be again chosen by the linear

programming process. Since the consumptive use of this crop has been

increased, a previously bypassed crop may now offer a better return under

a new land allocation than the previously chosen crop. The revised land

allocation is then subjected to the daily water budget mathematical model

to determine how well the chosen crop's water demand matches the precipi-

tation pattern. If this crop now produces an acceptable yield, then the

allocation of farm land for this crop and the land allocation for the

selected runoff treatment are accepted as optimal for that year. If the

crop yield is not satisfactory, the consumptive use of this crop is

raised and the linear programming problem is again solved. This itera-

tion continues until an acceptable yield is obtained.
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Figure 2. Flow diagram of runoff agriculture model ROFARM.
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The constants used in the water constraint for total water pro-

duced by the runoff treatments do not change with iterations of crop

water use. These total water yields are determined for the year by anal-

ysis of the rainfall data on a storm by storm basis. This basis does

not change for a given year.

The type of runoff treatment selected is a function of the crop

water use and crop profit potential. A high profit, high consumptive use

crop can support a higher cost, high runoff yield treatment since less

catchment area is needed for this treatment than for a lower cost, low

runoff yield treatment. The less land required for catchment area, the

more land available for producing the high profit crop. This type of

logic is utilized by linear programming to select a runoff treatment.

It should be pointed out that the iterative process of linear

programming and water balance mathematical model must be carried out for

each available year of rainfall data. This process can be completed with

one computer run and is referred to as the "allocation run". After ob-

taining the results for each available year of precipitation data, the

results can be reviewed and a crop type and a runoff treatment chosen.

It is not economically feasible to change runoff treatments from

year to year. Even if it was, the precipitation pattern would not be

known for the coming year; hence, the treatment which best suits all the

precipitation data rised should be chosen. Likewise, the crop type which

shows itself best adapted to the varying annual precipitation patterns

should be chosen.
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Once a crop and a runoff treatment have been selected from the

allocation run, "ratio runs" are employed to determine the optimum catch-

ment area ratio. These ratio runs are accomplished by dropping the lin-

ear programming code from the model and feeding the chosen crop and

runoff treatment data directly into the water balance model. The optimum

ratio will result in a peak economic return for the total of the years of

data used. Ratios either lesser or greater than the optimum will provide

smaller economic returns. By utilizing this characteristic, the optimum

ratio can be located by feeding various ratios into separate ratio runs

and following the results to the peak economic return.

Model Description 

The model is composed of three major parts: ROFARM, LAND, and

WATER. Figure 2 is the algorithm for model ROFARM.

Program ROFARM

ROFARM is the master program and is responsible for data prepara-

tion, subroutine employment, acceptance decision, results summarization,

and output.

Preliminary data manipulation is necessary to allow for the use

of the raw input data by the subprograms and subroutines. Data prepara-

tion involves expansion of precipitation and evaporation data; conversion

of areas and volumes to compatable units; establishment of certain ratio

values; summation of daily theoretical consumptive use data; and other

minor calculations. Constants used in the objective function and
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constraints of the linear programming code must also be computed from

input data.

Evaporation data is expanded from two linear functions dependent

on time to provide a potential evaporation amount for each day. For sum-

mer crops, the first function increases with time up to a specific point;

at this point the second function decreases the potential evaporation

with time. It is possible to reverse this increase-decrease function for

winter crops.

Crop yields are computed on the assumption that yield is a linear

function of crop water use. Maximum crop yields and corresponding crop

profits are calculated from theoretical consumptive use data and crop

economic data. The crop unit area-profit constants needed for the linear

programming objective function are calculated as:

P = (Y) (p) - C
	

(4)

where P = crop profit per acre

Y = maximum crop yield in pounds per acre

p = crop price per pound of yield

C = crop production costs per acre

To prepare the water constraint for the linear program it is nec-

essary to know the amount of precipitation which will fall on the crop

and the amount of runoff which will be harvested for crop use. The

planting dates and the growth periods for the various crops will differ;

hence, it is necessary to examine the growth periods for each of the

crops and determine how much precipitation will fall during each period.
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The amount of water harvested from the catchment area poses a problem

because the same value must be used for all the crops even though crop

growth periods differ. .The problem is treated by determining the mean

planting data and the mean growth period for all the crops. This mean

time period is used to determine runoff yield constants for the water

constraint. For each precipitation event during the mean time period,

the runoff is computed and then summed over the mean time period.

The water use constants for the crops in the linear programming

water constraint are obtained by subtracting the amount of precipitation

falling on the crop, from the theoretical consumptive use of the crop.

Once the data has been properly manipulated and arranged, ROFARM

calls subprogram LAND (linear programming code) to determine the alloca-

tion of the land between a crop area and a catchment area. Upon receiv-

ing this information from LAND, ROFARM reviews the results and decides if

subprogram WATER (water balance mathematical model) should review the

decision. In the extreme event that LAND has chosen to allocate land to

more than one crop and/or more than one runoff treatment, ROFARM rejects

the allocation and proceeds to the next year's precipitation data. This

occurrence is extremely unlikely, given the previously stated constraints

used in LAND. The obvious possibility of this event happening is'if two

crops have the same profit margin and the same water demand.

ROFARM provides for an adjustable minimum crop area allocation.

If the allocation received from LAND does not meet this minimum, the cost

of applying the runoff treatment selected by LAND is raised by $1000.

This action will force LAND to reallocate with preference to a different
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runoff treatment. In most cases, this means a runoff treatment will be

selected which yields more water per unit area. This in turn results in

a greater allocation of land to crop area. Should the situation arise

where none of the runoff treatments can support the required minimum crop

area, ROFARM will indicate this on the printout and will proceed to the

next year's rainfall data. The reason for not simply adding a minimum

crop area constraint to the linear programming problem is that such a

constraint would greatly increase the possibility of selecting a catch-

ment area with two runoff treatments. The situation of two runoff treat-

ments cannot be handled by the model.

The usual case is that the LAND allocation will be accepted by

ROFARM and subprogram WATER will then be called to examine the day-to-day

water balance of the system created by LAND. WATER will compute the

actual crop yield.

ROFARM now examines the actual crop yield as predicted by WATER

and compares it with the maximum crop yield. If the actual yield is

within an acceptable percentage of the maximum yield, ROFARM accepts the

LAND allocation. If the actual yield is less than this acceptable per-

centage of the maximum yield, ROFARM increases the consumptive use for

the crop by twice the value of the potential water use deficiency for

that growing season. The problem is then returned to LAND for another

allocation of the land. The acceptable percentage is programmed to be 88

percent initially and to be reduced by two percent each time an alloca-

tion is rejected. This lowering of the standard of acceptance allows an
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"out" for the program during years of poor precipitation when a high

yield cannot be expected.

Once an allocation is accepted as being optimum for that year,

the results are stored in ROFARM's memory and precipitation data for the

following year is treated.

When all the precipitation data has been analyzed, ROFARM prints

a summary table of the results. In addition to this summary, other in-

formation concerning each year of data can be printed if desired: 1) a

listing of the precipitation events and amounts, 2) highlights of the

results of the growing season, 3) a daily water balance for the growing

season, and 4) a sensitivity analysis of the allocation selected.

Subprogram LAND

LAND is a modified version of a linear programming code called

LPGOGO. A discussion of linear programming technique has been given

earlier.

LPGOGO is a maximizing linear programming code. I uses the
two phase, full tableau form of the simplex method, requires all
RHS parameters to be non-negative, and starts from a fully arti-
ficial basis. It assumes that all constraints have been con-
verted to equations. The objective function and phase one
coefficients are stored as the (M + 1)st and (NI + 2)nd rows of
the array which also stores the inverse of the basis in its last
M columns (. . . where M is the maximum number of constraints)
(Daellenbach and Bell 1970, p. 109).

LPGOGO has been modified to provide a more comprehensive sensi-

tivity analysis and to allow an easier data entry (Finch 1976).
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When program ROFARM accepts an allocation from LAND as being op-

timal for that year, LAND computes and prints a sensitivity analysis of

the solution. The sensitivity analysis presents data showing how much

of a change in objective function coefficients would be necessary to

result in a different solution. These analyses are helpful in evaluating

the validity of the results of the entire process. For example, if it is

found that a small change in the profit margin of either the chosen crop

or of a certain rejected crop would result in a different solution, the

rejected crop should be given adequate consideration since economic data

are dynamic.

Subprogram WATER

This subprogram maintains a daily account of the water balance

for the system prescribed by LAND and the season precipitation data. The

major purpose of this water accounting is to determine the actual water

use of the crop during its growth period. If water is not available to

the crop during segments of its growth period, the potential water use is

not fully satisfied and the crop yield suffers. WATER provides for input

data stipulating the optimum planting date for the crop. It also allows

for demanding a minimum amount of soil moisture before the crop may be

planted. This restriction on when the crop may be planted calls for a

check on the amount of time remaining in the growing season. When the

crop is planted too late in the season, due to insufficient soil moisture,

WATER will abort the crop yield if the crop is not sufficiently mature

when the end of the season arrives. This is accomplished by only provid-

ing precipitation data up to the time of the first fall frost or whatever
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event signifies the end of the season. When a crop is aborted, the crop

consumptive use used by LAND is increased by two inches to allow for the

possibility of providing greater amounts of runoff to the crop earlier in

the season to permit an earlier planting date. This data is fed back

into LAND for a new allocation.

The water balance deals with the system of the environment of the

catchment area, the crop area, and a pond for carry-over storage of ex-

cess runoff. Water coming into the system is precipitation. Water mov-

ing within the system is: a) runoff moving from the catchment area to

the crop area; b) excess runoff from the crop area moving to the storage

pond; c) water moving from the pond to the crop area for irrigation; and

d) water moving down into the soil layers of the crop area. Water leav-

ing the system is: a) evaporation from the pond; b) seepage from the

pond; c) initial abstractions of precipitation falling on the catchment

area; d) evaporation from the top soil layer of the crop area; e) deep

percolation below the root zone; and f) water use by the crop.

To maintain the daily water balance for the system, WATER uti-

lizes a series of eight subroutines.

Subroutine EVAPOR calculates the evaporation of moisture from the

first soil layer of a chosen number of layers for the crop area. If the

first layer is devoid of moisture, evaporation will not occur from any

deeper layers. Soil evaporation is a function of evaporativity and soil

conductivity (Hillel 1971). EVAPOR uses open water evaporation for ex-

pressing evaporativity and a soil characteristic coefficient for express-

ing soil conductivity.
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The runoff harvested from the catchment area is computed by sub-

routine RUNOFF. Each runoff treatment has associated with it a value for

the amount of precipitation which must fall before runoff can occur (ini-

tial abstractions) and a value for the percentage of precipitation which

will runoff once initial abstractions are met (runoff coefficient).

Therefore, for any given storm falling on a given area of known runoff

treatment, a value for the amount of runoff harvested can be obtained.

Equation (5) is the formula used for computing runoff:

R = (r - I)k	 (Morin and Matlock 1975)	 (5)

where R = runoff in inches

r = rainfall in inches

I = initial abstractions in inches

k = runoff coefficient

Subroutine APPLY calculates the amount of water applied to the

crop and the amount of overflow added to the pond. Water is applied to

the crop by rain falling directly on the crop area, by runoff from the

catchment area, and by irrigation with pond water. The crop area is so

constructed as to entrap the runoff entering the crop area. However,

when a certain depth of water occurs on the crop area, any additional

water overflows into the pond. This maximum depth of water on the crop

area is controlled by input to the model.

Once water is applied to the crop area, it is distributed to the

soil layers. Distribution is instantaneous. Each soil layer has a water

holding capacity, and the capacity of a top layer must be satisfied
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before water is added to a lower layer. This water distribution is per-

formed by subroutine SUPPLY. SUPPLY also calculates the amount of water

available to the crop and the amount of water lost as deep percolation.

The amount of water available to the crop is a function of the root

depth of the crop and the water content of the soil layers. 'Root depth

is a non-linear function of growing time (Morin and Matlock 1975).

e
m/g 

-D = 1.313r

where D = root depth in inches

r = maximum crop root depth in inches

m = number of days crop has been growing

g = number of days between planting and harvesting

If the root passes completely through a soil layer, all the water in that

layer is available to the crop. If the root only partially penetrates a

layer, then only a fraction of the soil water (equivalent to the fraction

of root penetration into the layer) is available to the plant. The re-

maining water in the partially penetrated layer will then disperse

through the layer, and on the following day a similar fraction of this

remaining water is available to the crop. Any water passing beyond the

designated soil layers for the crop is lost from the system as deep per-

colation.

Subroutine USE determines if soil moisture conditions are favor-

able for planting the crop after the optimum planting date has been

reached. After the crop is planted, USE keeps track of the actual crop

e
m/g 

+
(6)
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water use and tells WATER when the crop does not receive its full daily

potential water use. If on a given day, there is not sufficient water

available to the crop, USE checks the pond water level to see if water is

available for irrigation. If there is, SUPPLY distributes the irrigation

water and then USE provides for the use of the additional water by the

crop. (The program allows for setting a lower limit on the pond level.

When this limit is reached, the pond water is not available for irriga-

tion until the pond level again rises above the set lower limit.) After

the day's actual water use by the crop is known, USE removes that amount

of water from the soil layers. Water is first removed from the top layer;

if it becomes dry, the second layer is tapped, and so forth down the

layers.

Keeping a water balance for the pond is the responsibility of

subroutine POND. The pond gains water from runoff overflow and direct

rainfall. Water loss is associated with irrigation, evaporation, and

seepage.

After USE informs WATER of the days the crop did not recieve its

full potential water use, subroutine DROUGHT determines if the crop's

drought tolerances have been exceeded. If the seedling drought tolerance

is exceeded, the crop dies. To improve this situation for the next LAND

allocation, the crop consumptive use is increased by two inches to allow

the crop to receive more water during the seedling stage. If the mature

drought tolerance is exceeded, the crop yield is assumed to diminish by

two percent each day the tolerance limit is exceeded.
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Crop yield is assumed to be a direct linear function of actual

• water use. Subroutine YIELDS performs the calculation for yield based on

actual water use. It then multiplies that amount by a factor determined

by the number of days the mature drought tolerance was exceeded. If the

resulting yield is less than the minimum yield which can be expected from

the crop, the yield amount is set to zero.

After the crop has fully matured and the actual yield is known,

WATER compares the actual yield with the maximum yield. If the actual

yield is not an acceptable percentage of the maximum yield (as discussed

previously), the difference between the potential water use and the ac-

tual water use is doubled and added to the crop consumptive use used by

LAND for allocation purposes. This is done to force a higher ratio of

catchment area to crop area to allow for more water for crop use.

Subprogram WATER is a modified version of a desert strip farming

computer simulation model (Morin and Matlock 1975).

Optimization of the Catchment Area Ratio 

Once a listing of the optimum allocation for each year of rain-

fall data is obtained, it is necessary to choose the one allocation best

suited to the entire time period being considered. Unless the rainfall

pattern of the region is unusually erratic in distribution and amount, a

combination of one crop and one runoff treatment will dominate the opti-

mum allocations. The problem is then to choose the catchment area ratio

for this combination which maximizes economic returns over the entire

time period. The optimum ratio will produce a peak economic return.

Smaller or larger ratios will result in lesser returns.
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Program ROFARM can be adjusted to bypass subprogram LAND and in-

stead to use set values for catchment area size, crop area size, crop

type, and runoff treatment type. By analyzing each year of rainfall data

with these set values, the economic return over the entire time period

can be determined. This technique was discussed earlier as "ratio runs".

ROFARM cannot fully determine the economic return for a set allo-

cation. The summarized results printout of the program gives an expected

profit for each year in units of dollars per acre. This figure is valid

only if the growing season is a success. If the crop fails due to seed-

ling drought (crop yield printout reads 1.0 pounds per acre), certain

growing costs and harvesting costs must be excluded to reflect the true

(negative) profit. If the crop should not have been planted at all due

to late arrival of initial rains (crop yield printout reads 2.0 pounds

per acre), only fixed production costs should be applied. If the crop

fails due to mature stage drought (crop yield printout reads 3.0 pounds

per acre), harvesting costs should not be applied. After the expected

profit per acre is determined for each year, the values should be totaled

and then multiplied by the acres of crop area. This calculation gives

the total crop profit from the crop area for the entire time period. The

cost of runoff treatment must then be subtracted to determine the net

profit for the entire time period considered. The runoff treatment cost

is the cost of treating one acre multiplied by the number of acres of

catchment area multiplied by the number of years in the time period. If

the runoff treatment is no treatment at all (i.e., natural conditions)
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then the runoff treatment cost is zero. The net total profit is the

value examined for determining the highest return from the catchment area

ratios.

Discussion of the Model 

The complexity of a model should be limited by the accuracy of

the available data. It is a waste of effort as well as a waste of com-

puter time to feed questionable data into a highly intricate and sophis-

ticated computer model. This can result in an unwarranted feeling of

precise knowledge of how a system will react to hypothetical circum-

stances. For this reason, subprogram WATER utilizes relatively simple

methods of hydrologic and agricultural responses. Accurate data concern-

ing crop consumptive use, crop yields, and runoff yields are at the pres-

ent time lacking. As these data become more precisely known, it would

not be difficult to increase the complexity of the subroutines dealing

with them. Stochastic modeling of rainfall records could also be used to

upgrade the model. Stochastic modeling provides for the random selection

of all possible rainfall patterns which may occur under the parameters

taken from past records. By using a stochastic model for the precipita-

tion input, a more substantial statistical statement concerning the

application of the chosen land allocation to future precipitation proba-

bilities could be made.

It is common procedure to verify a model with field data from an

existing system in which results of well defined circumstances are known.

This verifiCation of model ROFARM is not possible since such a system is

not presently available. Current and planned studies by the Watershed
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Management Department of the School of Renewable Natural Resources at the

University of Arizona will result in the necessary data to verify the

model. This verification will undoubtably result in changes to the model

to optimize its functioning.

An inherent weakness of the model is the process used to choose

the optimum allocation for a year of precipitation data. The linear pro-

gramming model LAND allocates land on the assumption that a maximum yield

will result from the crop area. A maximum yield is necessary to uphold

the assumption that the allocation is superior to any other possible al-

location. The problem is that the yield will probably not be maximum due

to natural variations of the hydrologic system. To resolve the problem

of always being able to achieve maximum yield, and the added fact that

maximum yield per acre does not necessarily correspond to maximum profit

for the system, it is necessary to accept a yield less than maximum. It

can be seen that an inherent conflict exists between the linear program-

ming problem, which demands maximum crop yield for its allocation to be

valid, and the overall problem which demands maximum economic yield for

its proper solution. The answer to the conflict lies somewhere in the

adjustments made by WATER to the constraints used by linear programming

code LAND. This problem should be persued further.

The result of the conflict is an over-allocation to catchment

area, which produces higher yields than are economically optimal. The

higher yields are obtained at the cost of additional potential crop area

lost to catchment area.
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The optimum allocation for the overall time period shows a con-

siderably lower catchment area ratio than would be suspected from the

individual year's allocations.

A .full program listing of ROFARM, LAND and WATER can be found in

Appendix A. Appendix B defines the variables used throughout the model

and Appendix C defines the proper input data procedure.



CHAPTER 3

APPLICATION OF THE MODEL TO BLACK MESA

The Black Mesa of northeastern Arizona is located on the Navajo

Indian Reservation, the Hopi Indian Reservation, and a joint-use area of

the two tribes. The climate is semi-arid. Annual precipitation is ap-

proximately 14 inches and is highly variable. Approximately 50 percent

of the precipitation occurs in the summer months in the form of convec-

tive storms.

Peabody Coal Company is operating two strip coal mines on the

Black Mesa and is obligated to return the land "to a condition compatible

with the surrounding mesa". The surrounding mesa is rolling country of

the pinon-juniper cover type. The principal use of the area by the In-

dians is for grazing of sheep, goat, and some cattle.

Studies are under way by the University of Arizona's School of

Renewable Natural Resources to find effective methods for reclaiming por-

tions of the strip mine lands on the Black Mesa. This study investigates

the feasibility of using a portion of the area in the reclamation program

for runoff agriculture.

Relativity of Economic Data

It is important to clarify the fact that the area allocated in

the model and the economic data fed into the model Cand hence, retrieved

from the model) are all relative and not absolute. That is, the

29
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arbitrarily selected area of 100 acres to be allocated was merely used to

obtain a catchment area ratio. The actual amount of reclaimed land to be

used for this purpose, if any, will have to be determined by the Indians

and Peabody Coal Company. Once this quantity has been decided upon, the

catchment area ratio can be applied to determine the acreage of farmland

and catchment area. The economic data applicable to crops and runoff

treatments are also relative. The cost of recontouring the spoils is not

considered. This cost mut be incurred whether or not runoff agriculture

is used. The economic data relating to the production costs of the crops

are not necessarily those that would be met by runoff farmers on the

Black Mesa. The costs will vary greatly according to economies of scale.

However, the relative costs of production of one crop to another crop are

adequately represented by the data used.

Results 

Tables 1 and 2, and Figure 3 summarize the result of inputting

the data presented in Appendix D into model ROFARM.

Four different crops were evaluated: corn, barley, wheat and

sorghum. Data for these crops were taken predominantly from a series of

technical publications on irrigation in the Southwest (Wright et al.

1973). Four runoff treatments were evaluated: no treatment at all, soil

compaction, sodium chloride treatment, and gravel covered plastic. Data

for the runoff treatments were from work done at Tucson, Arizona (Cluff

1975).
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CATCHMENT-TO-CROP RATIO

Figure 3. Economic return as a function of catchment area ratio
for corn on Black Mesa.
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Table 1 shows that corn is the crop best suited to Black Mesa,

and that no runoff treatment (i.e., antural recontoured spoils) is the

most economical means of harvesting runoff.

Figure 3 shows the results of varying the catchment area ratio to

determine the peak economic return. The peak is seen to be at a ratio of

between 55 and 65 acres of catchment to one acre of crop land. The val-

ues in Figure 3 are the results of the complete allocation of 100 acres

for each of the ratios indicated; they are not the values resulting from

one acre of crop land and the corresponding catchment areas for the indi-

cated ratios.

A ratio of 55 to 1 was selected as optimum. This catchment area

ratio, along with twenty years of precipitation data, produced the summa-

rized results of Table 3. The 55 to 1 ratio resulted in 18 years of

harvested corn, one year of failure due to mature drought (identified

symbolically by a yield of 3.0 pounds per acre), and one year of no crop

being planted due to late arrival of the summer rainy season (identified

symbolically by a yield of 2.0 pounds per acre). The simulated yields

ranged from the maximum yield of 5600 pounds per acre to the minimum

yield of 1000 pounds per acre, with the average of the 18 successful

yields being 3600 pounds per acre.

Evaporation from the Storage Pond 

The input data for the Black Mesa problem is specifically de-

signed so that no pond water is available for crop irrigation at the

beginning of the growing season. Under these circumstances, it is neces-

sary for water to be added to the pond to permit irrigation during the
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growing season. The water balance tables for the twenty years of precip-

itation data show no use of irrigation during the twenty year period.

The reason is not that the pond failed to receive any water, but rather

that evaporation claimed the pond water before it was needed for irriga-

tion.

Before overflow pond storage can be of use in runoff agriculture

on Black Mesa, it will be necessary to reduce the evaporation losses.

Review of Consumptive Use Assumption 

At this point it is necessary to review the assumption that the

agricultural techniques used at the Phoenix area experimental farms would

be applicable to the Black Mesa. The Phoenix crop management for corn

called for irrigation of conventional strains of corn planted at conven-

tional spacing. Conventional spacing is equal to a plant density of

approximately 20,000 plants per acre (Dennis 1976).

Due to high evaporation rates on the Black Mesa, carry-over stor-

age is not sufficient to permit irrigation of the corn crop. Since

irrigation is not feasible under the accepted conditions of runoff

agriculture on the Black Mesa, it would be desireable to reduce the corn

crop density to come in line with dryland farming techniques. The lack

of irrigation would also call for serious consideration of growing the

highly adapted Indian corn strain rather than conventional strains.

The failure of irrigation to be applicable to runoff agriculture

on the Black Mesa places the consumptive use data used in the model in

jeopardy.



CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSIONS

The selection of corn by model ROFARM as the best-suited crop for

the Black Mesa is in line with the history of Anasazi agriculture. The

Anasazi Indians and their descendants the Hopi, have been cultivating

corn in the Southwest throughout their history. The end result of these

many years of Anasazi agriculture is a specially adapted strain of corn

known as Indian corn. The corn data input to ROFARM was derived from

studies on conventional strains of field corn. There are insufficient

data on Indian corn to determine how better suited it is to Black Mesa

agriculture than conventional strains.

Consumptive water use data for the crops evaluated were for irri-

gated crops. The failure of the storage pond to provide water for

irrigation due to high evaporation, resulted in essentially dryland farm-

ing. The correlation between consumptive use of irrigated crops and con-

sumptive use of dryland crops is uncertain. Information relating to crop

yield as a function of consumptive use is also lacking.

Actual data on costs and runoff yields of runoff treatments ap-

plied to the Black Mesa are not available. Model ROFARM, using data col-

lected at Tucson, Arizona (Cluff 1975), showed the failure of compacted

earth treatment, sodium chloride treatment, and gravel covered plastic

treatment to produce enough additional water to compensate for the ex-

pense of installation and maintenance. No treatment at all, i.e.,

37
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untreated recontoured spoils, was selected as the best runoff harvesting

system.

The application of economics based on modern conventional irri-

gated agriculture resulted in the selection of a catchment area ratio of

55:1 as optimum for growing corn on the Black Mesa. Four factors indi-

cate that a lesser ratio should be used in actual practice on the Black

Mesa:

1 Indian corn is a more hardy strain of corn than the conventional

strain analysed by ROFARM. The hardiness and diminutive size of

the Indian corn plant indicate a lesser consumptive use than the

conventional strain. Although the yield from Indian corn may be

less than conventional corn, the hardiness of the Indian corn

would give a greater percentage of successful years than conven-

tional corn. The trade-off between yield and percent success is

not known; however, the lower consumptive use of Indian corn

would allow for a lower catchment area ratio.

2. Conventional irrigated agriculture uses a corn crop density of

approximately 20,000 plants per acre. Hopi Indian agriculture on

the Black Mesa shows a corn crop density of approximately 5,000

plants per acre. The term "catchment area ratio" as used in this

study is tied to the consumptive use data (and hence the crop

density) used by conventional irrigated agriculture. A lowering

of the crop density should result in a lowering of the consump-

tive use per acre. A lower consumptive use per acre means a

lower apparent catchment area ratio.
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3. The aesthetics of the runoff farm system can be changed by chang-

ing the catchment area ratio. It would generally be agreed that

a lowering of the catchment area ratio would result in a raising

of the quality of the aesthetics (i.e., there would be more crop-

land and less catchment area). Reclamation of strip mined lands

is of great public concern and aesthetics is therefore important.

Attachment of numerical ratings to aesthetics and the correlation

of these ratings to economics have not been successfully achieved.

4. The economics used for the study assumed sale of the harvested

corn at market prices. The harvests on Black Mesa would be

solely for the personal use of the farming family. The economics

of the Black Mesa are not completely in line with free market

economics when the social constraints of the Indian Reservation

are considered. The economics are further complicated by the

fact that the farm is to be located on land which must be re-

claimed. For these reasons, the catchment area ratio chosen by

free market economics cannot be considered perfectly valid. Less

stringent economic guidelines would allow for a lower catchment

area ratio due to "free" family labor, a guaranteed market and

social supports.

Table 2 shows the decrease in corn production and the decrease in

percentage of successful harvest years that would result from reducing

the catchment area ratio. It does not indicate the aesthetic quality to

be gained from reducing the catchment area ratio.
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Two statements can be made concerning the size of a runoff farm

on the recontoured spoils of the Black Mesa. First, the farm must be

large enough to insure the minimum average annual crop production re-

quired to insure that the farming family will maintain the operation (the

question of possible subsidies excluded). Second, a ceiling of 55:1 can

be placed on the catchment area ratio (harvesting of water for uses be-

yond that of the crop needs excluded). Any greater ratio would be pro-

hibited economically and aesthetically.

If the conventional crop density of 20,000 plants per acre is

used for one acre of cropland, a catchment area ratio of 55:1 would re-

quire 55 acres of catchment. If the Hopi corn density of 5,000 plants

per acre is used to grow 20,000 plants on four acres, a catchment area of

52 acres would provide approximately the same amount of water (both areas

. total 56 acres). This Hopi arrangement results in an apparent catchment

area ratio of 13:1 because some of the catchment area is absorbed into

the cropland area. Non-irrigated runoff agriculture practiced in the

Negev desert utilizes a catchment area ratios on the order of 20:1 (Na-

tional Academy of Science 1974). The,problem is that it is not known

what the effect of crop density is on consumptive use. The lower crop

density and the corresponding lower catchment area ratio add to the aes-

thetic quality of the system but the effect on crop production is not

known.

It is apparent that studies on the effect of crop density and the

consumptive use of Indian corn and conventional corn on the Black Mesa be
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made to refine the results of this study. Studies on runoff treatment

costs and runoff yield for the Black Mesa are also needed.

The overwhelming effect of evaporation loss of stored water as

pointed out in this study also needs further investigation if the concept

of carry-over water storage is to be applied to the Black Mesa.



APPENDIX A

PROGRAM LISTING OF MODEL ROFARM

PROGRAM ROF4RM (INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE12INPUTpTAPE2PTAPE6s0UTP(JT)

COMm04/1/C,FAREAPIABORTPITITLE(15),NCROP,PROFIT,R,ROAREA,IXCEPT

COMMON/2/AK(10),CATI(10),DCSMUSE(1(,250),DMAX,DREO,GAMT,ACCEPT,
2N2OCAPJ(10,10)PIAL01(10),IAL02(10),IBREK(10),IDAY,IGROW(10),IYEAR ,
-3NLATER(10),OPPLO(10),P0AMIN,P0AREA,P0EVAP(250)pRAIN(250),RDMAX(10)
4,12LWPND,SEE 0 V,THLATER(10),TSEEPV,TIDAMTIPYLDIN(10),YLOSL(10)
5,OPTWAT(10),CROPS(10),ROTS(10),SOIL,W4TDIF(10),YLOMIN(10)
6,CRPPRC(10),PROCST(10).ACRPFTPYLORTO,YIELD(10),IS4,IGSR,IDW8

DIMENSION ACCPPC(10),8(4),D(13),FINRT(25),GSPREC(10),
2DAY(8),E(13),FINAP(25),FINFA(25),FINPF(25),FINRA(2 5 ),IPASIS( 4 ) ,
3IFINC*(25),IFINRT(25),IFINYR(15),IROW(3),ISLACK(2) , JC 00 1 1) ,
4RANE(8),ROR1(10),ROTPRC(10),SIGN(2)

INTEGER C$CROPS,DAY,OPPLD,R,ROTS,YEAR

1.

DATA	 8(2),SIGN(1),SIGN(2)/0.0,1.0, -1.0 1
DATA	 IONE/1/
DATA	 IPASIS(1),I8A5IS(2),IROW(1),IROW(2),ISLACK(1) , ISLACK(2) ,
ISOLVE/214LEP2HGR,6HTDAREA,5N4ATER,6NSLACR1,6HSLACK2g5 4SILVE/

101 FORMAT(I5,15A5)
102 F0RMAT(I414X,8(I4,F5.2))
103 FORMAT(8R10.3)
104 FORMAT(8I10)
105 FORMAT(I4,F5.2)
106 FORMAT(I4,1X,15A5)
107 FORMAT(10(A6,2X))
108 FORMAT(6F10.5,I10)
200 FIRMAT(1H1,2X* 	 DATA	 VERIFICATION*//)
201 FORMAT(I4,F5.2)
202 FORMAT(80X)
203 F0RMAT(1008F10.3)
204 FIRMAT(10X0I10)
207 FiRMAT(10X,10(A6,2X))
208 F0RMAT(10X,6F10.5,I10)
301 FORMAT(	 10X,I5,15A5)
302 FORMAT(10XI4,F5.2)
503 FORmAT(15X*YIELD	 (*I2*) * *F10.3)

504 FORMAT(15Y*ACCPPC(*I2*) • *F10.3)
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505 FORMAT(15X*OPTWAT(*I2*) • *F10.3)
510 FORMAT(	 11.41./////049X* 	  SUMMARIZED RESULTS 	

1 *//////,18)(p*YFAR*14X*REp/cD*8* *EXPECTED*10X*CROP*11X*CROR*
2 RX * RUNOFF* 9X*CROP*8)(*ROT/CROP*/,36X*PRECIP*RX*PROFIT*26X*AREA*7Y*T
3 REATM F4 T*RX*YI F LD*BX*RATI0*/,35X*(INC4ES)16X*(DLRS/AC)*23X*(ACRES)
4*23X*(LBJAC)* 11 /)

511 FORMAT(18X , I4,11X,F10.2,5X,F10.2,9X,A6,5X,F10.2,9X,A6,5V.F10.2,5Y,
1F10.2,//)

512 FORMATUN1,//////////15X* 	 FAMIN IS TOO NIG4, REDUCF IT
1001 F0RMAT(5X,15A5)
1002 FORMAT(3I4)
1003 FORMAT(A6,10X,F12.6,1X.A2)
1004 FORMAT(8GA6,2 1 ,F12.3)
1005 FORMAT(A6,4X,5(1X,A6,1X,F6.1))
1006 FORMAT(A5)
1007 FORMAT(I1)

INITIATE VARIABLES

READ AND PRINT DATA

IFIN•1
WRITE (6,200)
READ(1,104) 40ROP,NROT,IDAY,IENDIPISA,IGSR,IDWB,I0V
WRITE(6,204)NCROP,NROT,IDA(PIENDPISA,IGSR,IDWB,I0V
READ(1,103)(AK(L),L*1,NROT)
WRITE(6,203)	 (AK(L),L1,NROT)
REA0(1,103)(CATI(L),L=1,NROT)
WRITE(6,203)(CATI(L),L21,NROT)
REA0(1,103)P0AREA,P0AMIM,RLWPMD.DMAX,GAMT.DREO,SEEPpACRFS
WRITE(6,203)P0APEA,P0AmIN,RLWPNC,DMAX,GAMT,OREO,SEEP,ACRFS
READ (1,1C3)FAMIN
WR/TE(6,203)FAMIN
SEFPV•SEFP*POARFA
READ(1,103) (ROMAX(N), N01,NCRCIR)
WRITE(6,203) (RDMAX(N),4=1,N0R0P)
READ(1,104) (IGROW(N), Nal,NCROP)
WRITE(6,204) (IgROW(N),Nol,NCROP)
READ(1,104) (I1REK(N), Nal,NCROP)
WR/TE(6,204) (IBREK(N),Nsl.NCROP)
READ(1,104) (IAL01(N).N.1,NCROP)
WR/TE(6,2C4) (IALOI(N).N•10CROP)
READ( 1,104) (1A102 (p1), Nel,NCROP)
WRITE(6,204) (IAL02(P1)0 0 1.NCROP)
REA0(1,103) (YLOSON), N=1,NCR0P)
WRITE(6,203) (YLDSL(N),N21,NCROP)
READ(1,103) (YLDIN(K), Na1,M0R0P)
WRITF(6,203) (YLDIN(N),N"1,NCROP)
READ(1,103) (YLDMIN(N),N•lsNCRCP)
WRITE(6,203) (YLDmIN(N),Nal.MCROP)
READ(1,104) (OPPLD(N). N21,NCROP)
wRITE(6,2C4) (OPPLD(N),N210CRCP)
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READ( 1,104 )(4LAYER(N),N*1,NCROP)
WRITE( 6 ,20 4 )(4LAYER(N).NAI,NCROP)
DO 70 Nul,NCROP
ISTOPAIAPOW(N)
/STOP?IsNLAYER(N)
READ (1,103) (DCSNUSF(N4M), Mul'ISTOP)
WRITE( 5, 20 3)(DCSMUSE(N,M),Mnl,ISTCP)
READ(1,103) (N2OCAPJ(N,J), Je1pIST0P2)
WRITE( 6 ,2 0 3)(H2OCAPJ(N,J),J=1,ISTOP2)
DO 50 Mol,ISTOP
OPTWAT(N)=OPTWAT(N)+DCSNUSE(NO)

50 CONTINUE
WRITE(6,505)N,OPTWAT(N)

70 CONTINUE
REA0(1,103)(THLAYER(N),N=1,NCROP)
WRITE(6,203)(T4LAYER(N),NsIOCROP)
READ (1,108)ESLP1,E51P2,EINT1,EINT2,PAN,SOIL'IDAVAP
WRITE(6,208)ESLP1,ESLP2,EINT1,EINT2,P4N,S0IL'IDAV4P
READ (1,103)(CRPPRC(N).N21,NCROP)
WRITE(6,203)(CRPPRC(N)021,NCROP)
PEAn (10103)(PROCST(N),N=1,NCROP)
WRITE(6,203)(PROCST(4),N21,NCROP)
READ (1,103)(ROTPRC(L),La1iNRIT)
WRITE(6,203)(ROTPRC(L),L=1,NROT)
READ (1,107)(CROPS(N),No1,NCROP)
WRITE(6,207)(CROPS(14),Nal,NCROP)
READ (1,107)(ROTS(L),Lml,NROT)
WRITE(6,207)(ROTS(L),Lal,NROT)

COMPUTE AND PRINT MAXIMUM CROP YIELDS ANO CORRESPONDING
CROP PROF/TS

DO 22 Nsl,NCROP
YIELD(N)sYLDSL(N)*OPTWAT(N)+YLDIN(N)
ACCPPC(N)=YIELO(N)*CPPPRC(4)—PROCST(N)
WRITE(6,503)N,YIELD(N)
WRITE(6,504)N,4CCPPC(N)

22 CONTINUE

READ, PRINT, AND FXPAND RAINFALL DATA

2000 CONTINUE
IFMCNTA0
IABORT n 0
IXCEPT•0
READ(1,106)YEAR,ITITLE
IF(EOF(1))11,3

3 WRITE(2,101)YEAR,ITITLE
/F(IDV.NE.1)G0 TO 2
WRITE(6.200)
PRINT 301,YEARvITITLE

2 READ(1,102) YEAR,(DAY(I),Re&E(I),In1,8)

DO 4 JAL,
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IP(DAY(I).GE.1) GO TO 5
181-.1

4 CONTINUE
IF(I.LT.1) GO TO 8

5 no 6
WR/TE(2,201)DAY(K),RANE(K)
IF (I0V.PE.1)G0 TO 6
PRINT 302,DAY(K),RANE(K)

6 CONTINUE
IF(I.LT.8) GO TO 8
AO TO 2

E WRITE(2,202)
REWIND 2
DO 10 1=1,250

10 RA/N(/) -0.0
READ (2,101)IYEARPITITLE

9 READ (2,105)N0pRA
IF(ND.E0.0)G0 TO 7
IF(ND.GT.IDAY)G0 TO 9
R 4 /N(40)8RA
GO TO 9

7 REWIND 2
ANPREC80.0
DO 51 181,250
ANPREC8ANPREC+RAIN(I)

51 CONTINUE
C	 -
C	 EXPAND EVAPORATION DATA

DO 30 181,250
IP(I.GT.IDAVAP)G0 TO 40
POEVAP(I)=FLOAT(I)*ESLPI+EINT1
POEVAP(I)=POEVAP(I)*PAN
GO TO 30

40 POEVAP(I)8PLOAT(I)*ESL*2+E/NT2
POEVAP(I)=POEVAP(I)*PAN

30 CONTINUE
6000 CONTINUE

COMPUTE CROP GROWING SEASON PRECIPITATION AMOUNTS

DO 18 I81,NCROP
WA1OIF(I)80.0
IGS8OPPLD(I)+IGROW(I)
ICI=OPPLD(I)
GSPREC(I)80.0
DO 17 JuICIPIGS
GSPREC(I)8GSPREC(I)+RAIN(J)

17 CONTINUE
la CONTINUE

COMPUTE RUNOFF YIELDS FOR VARIOUS RUNOFF TREAT4ENTS

IAV P CO
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IAVGS*0
DO 24 I*1,NCR0P
IAVPDsIAVPD+OPPLD(I)
I4VGSnIAVGS+IGR0W(I)

24 CONTINUE
/AVPD2/AVP0/4CR0P
IAVGS<AVGS/NCROP
IGSROmIAVPD+IAVGS
DO 13 I*1,NROT
RORT(I)00.0
on 25 JmIAVPDrIGSRO
WORKs(RAIN(J)-CATI(I))*AK(I)
IF(W0RK.LE.0.0)W0RKm0.0
RORT(I)-PORT(I)+VORK

25 CONTINUE
13 CONTINUE

PREPARE TAPE FOR FEEDING DATA TO SUBPROGRAM LAND

B(1)-ACRES
NCONS22
NVARIINROT+NCROP
NVSLOINVAR+NCONS
00 19 Ial,NROT
JCOL(NCROP+I)-ROTS(I)
0(NCROP+I)2POTPPC(I)
E(NCROP+/)m RORT(I)

19 CONTINUE
L4NVAR+1
DO 20 IsL,NVSLK
JCOL(I)sISLACK(I-NVAR)
D(I)00.p
E(I)a0.0

20 CONTINUE
4 CCEPTa0.90

5000 CONTINUE
4CCEPTIB4CCEP 1-.0.02
YLOAmTs0.0
00 26 Iml,NCROP
JCOL(I)mCROPS(I)
D(I)sACCPPC(I)
E(I)=GSPREC(/)*OPTWAT(I)..•(WAT0IF(I)*2.0)

26 CONTINUE
WRITE(2,1G01)ITITLE
WRI 1E(2/1002)NCONSPNVSLK,NVAR
DO 15 I21,NCONS
WRITE(2,1003)IROW(I)PB(I)0IBASIS(I)

15 CONTINUE
DO 16 J21,NVSL(
WRITE(2,1004)JCOL(J),0(J)

16 CONTINUE
Lls0
L225
00 21 J=1,NVAR,5
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IF((NVAR•J).LT.5)L2*1+4VAR-..J
L3*L1+1
140'Ll+L2
4R ITE (211 0 05 )IROW(1),(JCOL(K),SIGN(1),K*13,14)
L121145

21 CONTINUE
WRITE (2,1005 )IROW(1),ISLACK(1),SIGN(1)
L1*0
L2-5
DO 61 J=1,NVARs5
IF(CNVAP —J).LT.5)12*1+NVAR•J
L3*11+1
L4•1.1.*L2
WRITE(2 , 1005)/ROW(2),(JCOL(K),E(K),	 K*13,14)
LI*L1+5

61 CONTINUE
WRITE(2 , 100 5 )IROW(2),ISLACK(2)PSIGN(2)
WRITE(2,1006)ISOLVE
WRITE(2,1007)IONE
REWIND 2

CALL *LA4D* TO OBTAIN A4 ALLOCATION OF THE AVAILABLE AREA

CALL LAND
IF(IABORT,NE.0)G0 TO 62

CHECK THE FARM AREA FOR MINIMUM AREA REOUIREMENTS

IF(FAREA.LT.FAMIN)G0 TO 63
GO TO 64

63 TEMPRC	 •R0TPRC(R)—.1000.0
D(NCROP+R)=TEMPRC
IFMCNT*IFMCNT+1
IF(IFMC1T.GT,NROT)G0 TO 66
GO TO 6 7

66 WRITE(6,512)
GO TO 62

67 CONTINUE
GO TO 5000

64 CONTINUE

TEST FOR ACCEPTANCE OF *LAND* ALLOCATION BY CALLING *WATER*

IF ALLOCATION IS REJECTED, PREPARE FOR A NEW *LAND* RUN

IF ALLOCATION IS ACCEPTED, RECORD THE RESULTS AND PRINT THE
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FROM *LAND*

CALL WATER
IF(YLDRTO.LE.ACCERT)GO TO 5000
IXCEPT.1
IF(ISA.NF.1)G0 TO 6GC1
CALL LAND

6001 CONTINUE
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EINAP(IFIN)s4NPREC
FINRF(IFIN)nACRPFT
FINFA(IFIN)*FAREA
FINRACIFIN)uYLOAMT
FINRT(IFIN)11RIAREA/FAREA
IFINYR(IFIN)u/YEAR
IFINCP(IFIN)*CROPS(C)
IFINRT(IFIN)aROTS(R)
IFINRIFIN+1

65 CONTINUE
YLDAMT=43.0

START OVER AGAIN ON A NEW YEAR OF PRECIPITATION DATA

62 IF(IYEAR.NE.IE1D)G0 TO 2000
11 CONTINUE

PRINT A SUMMARY OF ALL THE YEARS RESULTS

WRITE(60510)
IZmIFIN
WRITE(6,511)(IFIMYR(I).FINAP(I)iFINPF(I),IFINCP(1) , FI 4c4 (I) ,

STOP
END
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SUBROUTINE LAND

COMMON/1/CpPAREAPIABORTpITITLE(15),NCROPpPPOFITpRpROAREApIXCERT

DIMENSION A(4,13),B(4),IBASIS(4)PIROW(3),JCOL(11)
DIMENSION JJJ(6),VAL(6) p81(52),CJ(150)

INTEGER CpR

DATA I3LANK.ISOLVE,KDF/6H	 p6HSOLVE p6HOBJECT/

	

3 EORMAT(//////////2X* 	  POST•OPTImALITY SENSITIVITY A
1NALYSIS FOR *15 45p//)

33 FORMAT(	 ////pT10,*	 ...RANGE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS
1 *P///)

34 FORMAT(115,* 1.• NON•BAS/C VARIABLES.*P/PT21P* MAXIMAL OBJECTIVE

1 AND OPTIMAL VALUES OF BASIC VARIABLES REMAIN UNALTERED *1/)
35 F3RMAT(//PT11** IMPROVEMENT LEVEL IN ORIGINAL C(J) REOUIRED FOR NO

1 4•BASIC VARIABLE TO ENTER BASIS *p//PT35,* NO -BASIC	 ORIGINAL

2	 ENTERING	 LEAVING *p/P 1 35,* VARIABLE	 LEVEL	 LE
3VEL	 BASIC-VAR *pH)

36 FORMAT(T35PA1OpIX,E10.2,3X,F10.20XpA10)
37 FORMAT(3(/).1.15,* Z.- BASIC VARIABLES. *p/p1. 21,* MAXIIAL OBJECTI

IVE AND OPTIMAL VALUES OF BASIC VARIABLES WOULD BE ALTERED *p///)
38 FORMAT(T21,* RANGE OF ORIGINAL C(J) OF BASIC VARIABLES FOR CURRENT

I BASIS TO REMAIN OPTIMAL *.//pI43,* LOWER VALUE *P37Xp* UPPER VALU
2E sp/p729,2(4X.*.............*,1U(*...-.....*1),//T7p*BASIC*OXp*ORIGINAL*P

32(6X,* LIMIT*.
4 •	 MAXIMAL	 LEAVING	 ENTERING*),/pT6p* VARIABLE*P5XP*VAL
5UE*P4X,2(1
65Xp* OBJECTIVE*02(3Xp*VAR/ABLE *)),///)

39 FORMAT(T9pA7pF12.3.02(3X,F9.3p2XpE13.7,2(5XpA7)) )
41 F1RM4T(TR1A7pF12.3p7Xp* OPEN 1,39X,F9.3p2X,F13.7,2(5XpA7))
42 FORMAT(T9PA7,F12.3p3X,F9.3,2XpE13.712(5Xp47),6Xp* OPEN*)
43 FORMAT(T9P47PFI2.3P 7X, * OPEN *p44)(0. OPEN *)

44 FORMAT(1H1p/////p15X*SUBPR0GRAM LAND 4AS SELECTED INC OR MORS CROP

IS TO BE GROWN SIMULTANEDUSLY.*//p15X*SUBPROGRAM WATER CAN ONLY 
444

2DLE ONE CROP PER ITERATION.*//p15X*THEREFOREp THAT YEAR WILL NOT B

3E EVALUATED.*//p15X*PLEASE SEE USERS MANUAL FOR FURTHER INFORMATIO

4N.*, 141)
1002 FORMAT(3I4)
1003 FORMAT (A6,10X,F12.6 p1XPA2)
1004 FORMAT (8X,46p2X,F12.3)
1005 FORM4T(A6P405(1X,A6p1X , F 6 . 1))

1101 PORMAT(I1P4XP15A 5 )

1106 FORMAT (58H 
SOLUTION UNBOUNDED. LOOK FOR FORMULATION ERROR IN COL

1UMNP	 3X, 4 6)
1108 FORMAT (21H NO FEASIBLE SOLUTION)
1115 FORMAT (1H1)
1116 FORMAT (1Xp 3 E14.2)
1122 PORMAT(61H DATA ERROR.- VARIABLE NAME INCONSISTENT WITH LIST. SEE
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I CARD , /10X,A6,2X,A6,2X0F12.6,4(2X,A6,F5.0))
1.123 FORIAT(61H DATA ERROR— ROW	 NAME INCONSISTENT WITH LIST. SEE

1 CARD,/10X,A6,2X,46,2X,F12.6.4(2X,A6,F5.0))

IF(IXCERT.EQ.1)G0 TO 290

INPUT

READ NUMBER OF EQUATIONS, NUMBER OF VARIABLES

/ABORT.10
'STOP • 0
ITERS • 0
READ(2,1101) (STOP, ITITLE
IF(KSTOP.GT.0)G0 TO 9000
READ (2,1002) MOOVAP
/F(NVAR.EQ.0)NV4RuN
IF(M.E0.9999)GOT1 9000
NM • N + M
MPLUS10M+1
MPLUS2 •" 2
DO 5 I a 1,MPLUS2
B(/) • 0.0
nAsIs(r) • 0
DO 5 J • ',NM
A(IDJ) • 0.0

5 CONTINUE

READ EQUATION NAMES AND NONNEGAT/VE RHS PARAMETERES

DO 10 1 • 1.04
READ (2,1003) IP1W(I),B(I)
	

,IBASIS(I)

BI(I)2B(I)
10 CONTINUE

READ VARIABLE NAMES AND OBJECTIVE FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS

DO 20 J 2 10
READ (2,1004) JCOL(J),A(M+11j)
CJ(J)=A(MPLUS1,J)

20 CONTINUE

RFAD LHS COEFFICIENTS 5 PER CARD, LEAVING OUT ZEROS

50 READ (2,1005)It(JJJ(K),VAL(K), ( =1, 5 )
IF (I .E0. ISOLVE) GO TO 99
DO 60 II • 1.104
IF cr.Eo.IRow(ri)) Go TO 62

60 CONTINUE
GO TO 700

62 12 ail
01 68 K •1.5
IF(JJJ(K).EQ.IBLANK)G0 TO EIP

DO 55 J1 2 1,N
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IF(JJJ(K).E0.JCOL(J1))GO 10 66
65 CONTINUE

GOTO 701
66 J2 • J1

4 (I2,J2)2VAL(K)
68 CONTINUE

GO TO 50
99 CONTINUE

MPLUS1 • M+1
IPOW(MPLUS1) z KOF
I8ASIS(MPLUS1) * 2HE4
IF (ISTOP.EQ.1) GO TO 9000
K • 2

SET UP PHASE I ROW

DO 120 J 2 1pN
A(M+2,J) * 0.0
DO 120 I •1PM
A(M+2,J) • A(M+2,J) + A(IpJ)

120 CONTINUE

SET UP INITIAL BASIS AND ARTIFICIALS

DO 111 I
NPLUSI • M + I
A(I,NPLusi) . 1. 0
IsAsIs(r) . 0
8(M+2) • 8(4+2) + B(I)

110 CONTINUE

FIND PIVOT COLUMN

399 DPS • 0.0
MPLUSK z 4 + K
DO 410 JalpN
IF(A(MPLUSK.J)—DPS)410,410.4?0

42U DPS • A(mPLUSK,J)
JPIV * J

410 CONTINUE
I; (OPS-.1.0En06) 501,501,450

FIND DIVOT ROW

450 RATNI4 2 1.0E+15
IPIV 2 " 4. 3
DO 470 I • 1,M
IF(A(I.JPIV).LE.1.0E.-10) GO TO 470
RATIO z 8(I)/A(I,JPIV)
IF (RATIO.GE.RATMIN) GO TO 470
RATMIN 2 RATIO
IPIV • I

470 CONTINUE
I; (K.E0.2) GO 10 476
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00 475 I a 10
IF (IIASIS(I).NE.0) GO TO 475
IF(ABS(A(I,JPIV)).LE.1.0E•10) GO TO 475
IPIV	 I

475 CONTINUE
476 PIVOT • A(IPIV.JPIV)

IF (IPIV.E00+3) GO TO 496
ISASIS(IPIV) • JPIV
MRS • ITERS 1

IF PIVOT FOUND, TRANSFORM TABLEAU

IF NOT, EXIT, SOLUTION UNBOUNDED

DO 500 I • 1,MPLUSK
IF (I.EQ.IPIV) GO TO 500
DO 480 J	 1.NM
IF (J.E0.JPIV) GO TO 480
A(I,J) • A(I,J)	 A(I,JPIV) *A(IPIV.J)/FIVOT

480 CONTINUE
8(/) • 8(I)	 A(I,JPIV) * 8(IPIV)/PIVOT

A(IsJPIV) • 0.0
500 CONTINUE

DI 495 J •1,4m
A(IPIV,J) • A(IPIV.J)/PIVOT

495 CONTINUE
8(IPIV) • MIPIV)/PIVOT
GO TO 39 0

496 WRITE (6,1106)JCOL(JPIV)
GO TO 571

501 IF (K.E0.1) GO TO 510
IF (8(4+2)•1.0E-..03) 504,504,505

NO FEASIBLE SOLUTION EXISTS

505 WRITE (6,1108)
no TO 571

504 K • 1
GO TO 399

510 CONTINUE

OPTIMAL SOLUTION

08 4 an 3 (OPLUS1)
PROF/Ta0PJ
ICK21
00 260 Jal,N
DO 260 Iml,M
IF(J.E0.IBASIS(I)) GO TO 250
GO TO 260

250 IF(ICK.E0.1)G 0 TO 251
GO TO 252

251 CJ
AREAS(I)
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IC(-2
GO TO 260

252 TF(ICK.E0.21G0 To 253
GO TO 254

253 RisJ•NCROP
ROAREA ,AB(I)
ICKu3
GO TO 260

254 CONTINUE
WRITE (6,44)
IABORT01
GO TO 9000

260 CONTINUE
00 280 JulpN
DO 270 1.10
IF(J.E0.1BASISM) GO TO 280

270 CONTINUE
280 CONTINUE

IF(IXCERT.E0.1)GO TO 290
GO TO 9000

START OF POST—OPTIMAL ANALYSIS

BEGIN SENSITIVITY ANAL. FOR NON —BASIC VARIABLES

290 WRITE(603)/TITLE
IXCEPTIO
WRITE (6.33)
4RI 1E(6,34)
WR/TE(6.35)
DO 1510 JulpN
00 1470 I.1 1PN
IF(IBASIS(I).E0.J) GO TO 1510

1470 CONTINUE
ORS111.E15
DO 490 Iulp4
IF(A(IPJ)-1.E-...6)490,4 90,1480

1480 RATIOuB(I)/A(TPJ)
IF(RATIO.GE.OBS) GO TO 490
DPSuRATIO
JPIVuIBASIS(I)

ARO CONTINUE
EuCJ(J) nA(MPLUS1PJ)
WRITE(6.36) JCOL(J).CJ(J).E.JCCL(JPIV)

1510 CONTINUE

BEGIN SENSITIVITY ANAL. FOR BASIC VARIABLES

WRITE(6,37)
WRITE(6.38)
DO 610 JJ=1,4
Do 520 Ilu1p4
IF(JJ.E0.IBASIS(II)) GO TO 530

520 CONTINUE
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GO TO 610
530 OL.g..q.E15

DU*1.E15
DO 570 J*1,N
IF(J.EQ.JJ.OR.A(II,J).E0.0.) GO TO 570
/F(A(II,J).LT.0.) GO TO 540
RATIO*A(MPLUS1,J)/A(II,J)
IF(RATIO.LE.DL) GO TO 570
DL-RATIO
IEL*JCOL(J)
GO TO 550

540 RATIO*A(MPLUS1,J)/A(II,J)
IF(RATIO.GE.DU) GO TO 570
DU-RATIO
IFU=JCOL(J)

550 ORS - 1.E15
DO 560 I*1,"
IF(A(I,J).LE.0.) GO TO 560
RAT=8(I)/A(1,J)
IF(RAT.GT.DPS) GO TO 560
ORS*RAT
IF(A(II,3).GT.0.) IL*I8ASIS(I)
IF(A(II,J).LT.O.)

560 CONTI4UE
570 CONTINUE

CL*CJ(JJ)+OL
CU*CJ(JJ)+DU
1BL*08J+DL*8(II)
03U*01J+DU*8(II)
ILL*JCOL(IL)
ILU*JCOL(IU)
DL--DL
IF(DL.E(1.1.E15.AND.DU.LT.1.E15) GO TO 580
IF(DL.LT.1.E15.AND.OU.EC).1.E15) GO TO 590
/F(DL.E0.1.E15.AND.DU.E0.1,E15) GC T 0 600
WRITE(6,39) JCOL(JJ),CJ(JJ),CL,03L'ILL,IEL,CU,08U,ILUPTEU
GO TO 610

580 WRITE(6,41) JCOL(JJ),CJ(JJ),CUp080,ILU,IEU
GO TO 610

590 WRITF(6,42) JCOL(JJ),CJ(JJ),CL,08L,ILL,IEL
GO TO 610

600 WRITE(6,43) JCOL(JJ),CJ(JJ)
610 CONTINUE

GO TO 801
571 WRITE (6,1115)

M°LUS 7 • " +
00 800 I	 I,"PLUS2
WRITE (6,1116) (A(I,J), J 8 1INM).9 13(i)

800 C3NTINUE
801 CONTINUE

9000 REWIND 2
RETURN

700 WRITE(6,1123)I,(JJJ(K),VAL(K),K=1, 5 )
ISTOR * 1
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Gr1 TO 50
701 WRITF ( 6,1122 ) I, (JJJ(K),VAL(K),K=1,5)

ISTOP111	 •
Go TO 50
ENO
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SUBROUTINE WATER

COMMON/1/C,FAREA,IABORT,ITITLE(15),NCROP,PROFIT,R,ROAREA,IXCEPT

COMMON/2/AK(10),CATI(10),DCSMU5F(10,250),DMAX,DREZ,GAMT,ACCEPT,
2H2OCAPJ(10,10),IAL01(10),IAL02(10),IBREK(10),IDAY.IGROW(10),IYEAR ,
3NLAYER(10),0 0 PLO(/0),POAMIN,POAREA,POEVAP(250),RAIN(250),RDMAX(10)
4,RLWRND,SEEPV,THLAYER(10),TSEEPVOLDAMT,YLDIN(10),YLDSL(10)
5,OPTWAT(1D),CROPS(10),ROTS(10),SOIL,WATDIF(10),YLOMINC10)
6,CRPPRC(10),PROCST(10),ACRPFT,YLDRTO,YIELD(10),ISA,IGSR,IDW8

COMMON/3/ACUSE(250),ACUSTO(250),AH20,APH20,0,DIFF(250),EVAP,GAMTV,
2GATN(250),GATNV(250),H20,4208CMU(250),H208PER,H2OCAPA(10),
3ORTYLOr	 ICHECK,IDIE,I0XPL4T,IGACK,IGATN,III,M,ME(250),NDAYGRO,
4NDRYDAY,NPRTDRY,PERC,PLUS,POAKTV(250),PONOV,PORNV(250),POROV(250) ,
5POTEVAPIPPOVAPV(250),RATIO,RD,RLWPOV,ROOT,RUNO,SEVAPV(250),SURUNOF,
6TH2OCAP(250),TOTCUSE,TOTEVAP,TOTRAIN,TPVAPV

DIMENSION RAINTO(250)

INTEGER C,D,OPPLO,R

211 FORMAT(//5X* 	 THERE ARE TOO FEW RAINFALL DATA (THE CROP WAS PR
10BABLY PLANTED TOO LATE DUE TO INSUFFICIENT MOISTURE) 	 *)

212 F1RMAT(115X* 	 THE FIRST DROUGHT TOLERANCE WAS EXCEEDED AND TE
1CROP DIED 	 *)

221 FORMAT(//10X*SOIL MOISTURE WAS DEFICIENT FOR*I3* DAYS DURING THE G
1ROWING SEASON.*)

280 FORMAT(1P1,45X*DAILY WATER RECORD ....DAY ONE IS MARCH 15,*I51//s3X*0
lAY*7X*RAIN*17X*PLANT WATER USE*35X*POND WATER BALANCE*//0X*TODAY
2 TOTAL	 TODAY	 TOTAL THEORETICAL WATER	 STARTING	 ENDIN
3G	 IRRIGATN EVAPRATN RAIN	 RUNOPF*/,46X*USE	 AVAIL.	 VO
4LUME	 VOLUME	 USE	 AND SEEP GAIN	 GAIN*WRX*(INS) (IN
5S)	 (INS)	 (INS)	 (INS)	(INS)	 (AC-INS)	 (AC-INS)
6 	(AC - INS) (AC....INS)(AC....INS)(4CINS)*/3X,31, 3X , 1 2 (1H ),3 X ,38(1 H

7..•)03)(.56(1H...),//)
285 FORMAT ( X,13,4X#F4.2,2X,F5.2, 4 X,F7.51 3 (2X , F 8 . 5 ) ,4 X , FR. 3,2 X , F 0 . 3,2

1X,F8.3,2X,F5.3,2X,F6 ,3, 2X , F 8 . 3, /))
300 FORmAT(//////////2X* 	  GROWING SEASON RESULTS FOR *1

1545)
301 FIRMAT(////,10X*CROP GROWN*3 4X,A6)
302 F3RMAT(10X*ACRES OF CROP*27X,F10,2* ACRES*/)
303 FORMAT(10X*CATCHMENT TREATMENT*25X,A6)
304 FORMAT(10X*ACRES OF CATCHMENT*22X,F10.2* ACRES*/)
305 FORMAT(10X*CATCHMENTTICROP RATIC*17X,F10,2,/)
306 FORMAT(10X*ACTUAL CROP WATER..-USAGE*17X,F10.2* INCHES*)
307 FORMAT(10XSTHEORETICAL CROP WATER•USAGE*12X,F10.2* INCHES*/)
308 FORMAT(10X*WATER LOST AS DEEP PERCOLATION*10X,F10.2* INCHES*/)

309 FORMAT(10X*CROP YIELD PER 8CRE*21X,F10.2* POUNDS PER 
ACRE*)

310 FORmAT(10X*RROFIT REALIZED PER ACRE*16X,F10a* DOLLARS PER ACRE*/)

311 F7RMAT(///,10X*...RATIO OF ACTUAL YIELD TO OPTIMAL YIELD IS *P4.2)

508 FIRMAT(10X*...FOR ACCEPTANCE, YIELD RATIO MUST EXCEED 	 *F4,2)
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INITIATE VARIAPLES

DRTYLO-1.00
IFAILsO
DO 1 I=1,250

1 ACUSTO(I)aGATN(I)*GATNV(I)aPOAMTV(I)•PORNV(I)aPOROV(I)=POVAPV(I). ,

1RAINTO(I)00.0
POAMIVsPOAM/N*POAREA
PONDVaPOAMIV
RLWPOVoRLWPNO*POAREA
GAMTVaGAMTSFAREA
TPVAPV-0.0
TSEEPV-0.0
T12OSTR=RDOPa0.0
ISTOPaNLAYER(C)
DO 5 J-1,/STOP
RDOP=RODP+THLAYER(C)
IF(RODP.GT.ROMAX(C))G0 TO 8

5 TH2OSTRaTH2OST9+H2OCAPJ(C,J)
B CONTINUE

RATIOgROAREA/FAREA
DO 6 Jal'ISTOP

6 H2OCAPA(J)-0.0
NPRTDRY-0
TOTRAIN=SURUNOF-0.0
NORYDAY-NDAYGROmIDXPLNTa0
MIINDAYGRO
PERCaTOTCUSE-APH2O-H2OBPER-0.0
TOTEVAPm0.0
TAVAPV00.0
DIRO
GO TO 10

COMPUTE DAILY WATER BUDGET UP TO THE FIRST RAIN

9 H2O8CMU(0)=ACUSE(D)=TH2OCAP(D)aDIFFIDIa0.0
CALL POND

TALLY TOTAL RAIN RECORD DAILY

COMPUTE RAIN INTERCEPTION gy POND

10 0-0+1
IF(D.GT.IDAY)G0 TO 22
TOTRAINsTOTRAIN+RAIN(D)
RAINT1(0)8TITRAIN
PORNV(0)=RAIN(D)*POAREA

TEST TO SEE IF TIME TO PLANT CROP

IF(D.GE.CPPLD(C))G0 10 11.
I;(TOTRAIN.E0.0.0)GO TO 9
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GO TO 12
11 CONTINUE

IF(IDXPLNT.EQ.0)TOXPLNT*1

CALL SUBROUTINES TO IMPLEMENT DAILY WATER BUDGET

12 CALL EVAPOR
CALL RUNOFF

200 CALL APPLY
CALL SUPPLY
IF(IOXPLNT.GE.1)G0 TO 14
ACUSE(D)*0.0
GO TO 17

IF CROP IS GROWING, CALL SUBROUTINE USE

14 CALL USE

ALLOW REACCESS TO SUBROUTINES IF IRRIGATION IS USED

IF(IGATN.E0.1)G0 TO 2
GO TO 3

2 IGACK*1
Gn To 200

3 IGACK*0

EVALUATE DROUGHT CONDITIONS IF NECESSARY

IF(IC4ECK.E0.2)G0 TO 17
CALL DROUGHT
IF(ICHECK.E0.1)NORYDAY*0
IF(IDIE.E0.1) GO TO 19
GO TO 15

17 DIFF(D)*0.0 S NORYDAY*0
15 CALL POND

IF(M.LT.IGRO4(C))(0 TO 10
GO TO 2 9

SEiDLING DROUGHT TOLERANCE EXCEEDED

19 CONTINUE
YLDAMT21.0
IFAIL*1
WAT1DIF(C)*WATOIFCC)+1.0
GO TO 30

SEASON ENDS BEFORE PLANT IS FULLY MATURE

22 CONTINUE
YLDAMT*2.0
IFAIL*2
WATDIF(C)*W4TDIF(C)+1.0
GO TO 30

29 CONTINUE
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COMPUTE ACTUAL CROP YIELD, PROFIT PER ACRE, AND YIELD RATIO

CALL YIELDS
30 CONTINUE

ACRPFT=CRPPRC(C)*YLOAMT...PROCST(C)
YLORTOnYLDAMT/YIELD(C)
IF(YLORTC.GT.ACCEPT)IXCEPT31

PRINT DAILY WATER BALANCE

IF(IXCEPTOE.1)G0 TO 20
IR(IDWR.NE.1)G0 To le
1051
WRITE(60280)IYEAR
IF(OPPL0(C).GT.1)G0 TO 16
WRITE(6,285)K,RA/N(1),RAINTO(1),ACUSE(1),ACUSTO(1),DCSMUSE(C,ME(1)
1),HZOACMU(1),POANIV,POAMTV(1).GATNV(1),SEVAPV(1),PORNV(1) , POROV(1)
J1s2
GO TO 13

16 J1s0PPL0(C)
13 WRITE(6,285)(J,RAIN(4),RAINTO(J),ACUSE(J),ACUSTO(J) , OCSMUSE(C , ME(J

1))014208CMU(J),P0AMTV(J1),P0AMTV(J),GATNV(J),SEVAPV(J) , PORNV(J) , P 0

2ROV(J),J=J1,0)

PRINT GROWING SEASON RESULTS

18 CONTINUE
1°(IGSR.NE.1)G0 TO 9000
WRITE(6,300)ITITLF
IP(IFAIL.E0.1)4RITE(6,212)
IF(IFAIL.EQ.2)WRITE(6,211)
WRITE(6,301)CPOPSICI
4RITE(6002)FARE4
WRITE(6,303)RITS(R)
WRITE(6,304)ROAREA
WRITE(6,305)RATIO
WRITF(6,306)TOTCUSE
WRITE(6,307)OPTWAT(C)
WRITE(6,308)DERC
WRITE(6,309)YLOAMT
WRITE(6,310)ACRPFT
WRITE(6,221)NPRTORY
WRITE(6,311)YLORTO
WR/TE(6,508)ACCEPT
GO TO 9000

20 CONTINUE
DO 36 t1,250
WATDIF(C)=WATDIF(C)+DIFF(I)

36 CONTINUE
000C CONTINUE

RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE EVAPOR

C7MM04 /1/C ,F A REA tI ABO R T,I TIT LE ( 15),NC R OP,PROFIT ,R ,R O AR FA IIX C EPT

COMM01/2/AK(10),CATI(10),OCSMUSE(10,250),0MAX,OREO,G4MT.ACCEPT ,
24200APJ(10,10),IAL01(10),IAL02(10),I8REK(10),I0AY,IGROV(10) , IYEAR ,

3NLAYER(10),OPPL0(10),ROAMIN,POAREA,P0EVAP(250),RAIN(2) 1 ,ROMAX(10)
4,RLWPNO,SEEPVIPTHLAYER(10),TSEEPV,YLOANT,YLOIN(10),YLOSL(10)
5,OPTWAT(10)PCROPS(10),ROTS(10),S9IL,WATDIF(10)pYL0MIN(1 0 )
6,CRPDRC(10),PROCST(10),ACRPFTJIYLORTO,YIELO(10),ISA,IGSP , ID'4 B

COMMON/3/ACUSE(250),ACUSTO(250),AH20,APH20,0,DIFF(250) , EViP , G 4 MTVP
2GATN(250),GATNV(250),H20,420B0MU(250).H203PER,H200APA(1 0 ) ,
3DRTYLD,	 ICHECK,IDIEJPIDXPLNT,IGACK,IGATN,II/pM,ME(250),N0AYGRO,
4NORYOAY,NPRTDRY,PERC,PLUS,P0AMTV(250),PONOV,PORNV(250), R OROV(2 50 ) ,

5POTEVAP,POVAPV(250),RATIOPRD,RLWPOV,ROOT,RUNO/SEVAPV( 250 ) , SURUNOF ,
6TH2OCAP(250),TOTCUSE,TOTEVAP,TOTRAIN,TPVAPV

INTEGER C,O,OPPLO,R

THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES EVAPORATION OF MOISTURE FROM THE TOP
SOIL LAYER

POTEVAP*POEVAP(D)*SOIL
IF(H2OCAPA(1).LT.H2(CAPJ(C,1))G0 TO 1002
IF(POTEVAF.GT.H2OCAPA(1))G0 TO 1001
EVAPARPOTEVAP
GO . TO 1004

1001 EVAP= 342OCAPA(1)
GO TO 10C4

1002 IF(POTEVAP.GT.42OCAPA(1))G 7 TO 1003
EVAR=ROTEVAP
GO TO 1004

1003 EVAP=420CAPA(1)
1004 H2OCAPA(1)=H2OCAPA(1)-EVAP

T423CAP(0)=TH200AP(0-..1)....EVAP
TOTEVAP=TOTEVAP+EVAP
RETURN
ENO
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COMMON/1/C,FAREAtIABORT,ITITLE(15),NCROP,PROFIT,R.ROAREA,IXCEPT

C3MMON/2/AK(10),CATI(10),0CSmUSE(10,250),OMAX,ORFO,GAMT,ACCEPT,
2HZOCAPJ(10,10),IAL01(10),IALM10),IBREK(10),IDAY,IGROW(1°),IYFAR ,
3NLAYER(10),OPPLO(10),P0AMIN,POAREA,POEVAP(250),RAIN(250),ROMAX(10)
4,RLWP40,SEEPV,THLAYER(10),T 5 EEPV.YLDAMT,YLDIN(10),YLOSL(10)
5,CPTWAY(10),CROPS(10),ROTS(10),SOIL,WATDIF(10),YLOMIN(10)
6,CRPPRC(10),PROCST(10),ACRPFTPYLORTOPYIELD(10),ISA,IGSR , IDWB

COMMON/3/ACUSE(250),ACUSTO(250),AH?D'APH20,0,0IFF(250),EVAP,FAMTV ,
ZGATN(250),GATNV(?50),H20,H2OBCMU(250)020BPER,H20CAPA(10),
3ORTYLOP	 ICHECK,IOIE,IOXPL4T,IGACK,IGATNPIIIPmPmE(250),NOAYr,P0,
4NORYDAYpNPRTDRY.BERC,PLUS,P0A 0 TV(250),PONDV,PORNV(250), D OROV( 250),
5POTEVAP,POV4PV(250),RATIO,RD,RLNPOVPROOT,RUNOPSEVAPV(250),SURUNCFP
6TH20C4P(250),TOTCUSE,TOTEVAP,TOTRAIN,TPVAPV

INTEGER CPOPOPPLD,R

THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE RUNOFF FROM THE CATCHMENT AREA

RUNO=AK(R)*(RA/N(D)—CATI(R))
IF(RUNO.LT.0.0)RUNO=0.0
RETURN
ENO

SUBROUTINE APPLY

C0MM0N/1/C,FAREApIA8ORTpITITLE(15),NCRCP,PR0FIT , R , ROAR c ApIXCEPT

COMMON/2/AK(10),CATI(10), , DCSMUSE(10 , 2 5 0) ,0 M 4 X , DREO , GA MTp A CCE PT,

2H2OCAPJ(10,10),IAL01(10),IAL02(10),IBREK( 1 0) , I 0 AY.IGROW(14), I Y E AR,

3NLAYER(10),OPPL0(10),P0AMIN,P0APEA,POEVAP( 250), RAIN (250),R DP AX(10)
4,RLWPNO,SEEPV,THLAYER(10)0TSEEPVPYLDAMT.YL 0 I N(10),Y L DS L (10)

5,OPTWAT(10),CROPS(10),ROTS(10),SOILPWAT0IF( 10 ) , YLIMIN (10)

6,CRPPRC(10),PROCST(10),ACRPFT0YLCIRTOPYIELO (10), ISAPIGS R, I OW8

CIIMMON/B/ACUSE(250),ACUSTO(250),AH20 , APH20,0, DIFF (250),F V AP,CO.MTV,

2GATN(Z50),GATNV(250),M2OpH2OBCPU(75 0 ) , H 208 PER , H 2 OCAPA (10),

3ORTYLD,	 ICHECKPIOIE,IDXPL4TvIGACK,IGATNIIII,M,ME(250)FNDAYROP
4NORYDAY,NPRTDRY,PERCPPLUS,POAMTV(250) , PONDV , PCRNV (250),P 0 R CIV(25C),
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5POTEVAP,POVAPV(250),RATIO,RD,RLIPCV,ROOT,RUNO,SEVAPV(250),SURUNOF,
6TH20CAP(250),TOTCUSE,TOTEVAP,TOTRAIN,TPVAPV

INTEGER CpOrOPPLD,R

THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE AMOUNT OF WATER APPLIED TO THE
CROP AND THE AMOUNT OF OVERFLOW TO THE POND

APH20=RATIO*RUNO+RAIN(0)+GATN(0)
IF(APH2O.LE.DmAX)G0 TO 34;01
SURUNOF=SURUN0F+APH20--DMAX
DAYROmAPH2ODMAX
POROV(D)=DAYRO*FAREA
APH20.10MAX

3001 H3OBPER2TH2OCAP(0)+APH20
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE SUPPLY

COMMON/1/C,FAREA,IABORTJP/TITLE(15),NCROP , PROFIT , R , R 0 AREA , IXCEPT

COMMON/2/AK(10),CATI(10),DCSMUSE(10,2 5 0) , DmAX ,0 RECI , GAMT , ACCEPT ,

ZHZOCAPJ(10,10),IAL01(10),IALOR(1 0 ),IBREK( 10 ) , IDAY , IGROW (10), IYEAR ,

3NLAYER(10),OPPLO(10),P0AMIN,POAREA,POEVAP(2 50 ) , PAIN (250), R 00 AX (10)

4,R.LWP40,SEERV,THLAYER(10),TSEEPV , YL 0 AMT , YL 0 IN( 1 J ), YLOSL (10)
5,OPTWAT(10),CROPS(10),ROTS(10),SOIL , WATDIF(1 0 ) , YLIMIN (10)

6,CRPPRC(10),PROCST(10),ACR'FT,YLDRTO , YIFLO( 10), ISA , IGSR , IDWB

COMMON/3/ACUSE(250),ACUSTO(250),AH2O , APHZ 0,0, DIFF (250), FVAP , GA MT V ,

ZGATN(250),GATMV(250),H?0,H2OBCMU(25 0 ) , H 2 OBPER , H 2 OCAPA (107,

30RTYLO,	 ICHECK,IDIE,IDXPLNT,IGACK,IGATN,III,M,ME(251),NOAYGROP
4NDRYDAY,NPRTORY,PERCIPPLUS,P0AMTV(2 50 ) , PONDV , PORNV (250),P O ROV(250),

5POTEVAP,POVAPV(250),RATIO,RD,RLWPOV , ROOT.RUNO , SEVAPV (250), SU R U NOF,

6TH2OC8P(250),TOTCUSE,TOTEVAPPT0TRAIN , TPVAPV

INTEGER C,O,OPPLO,R

THIS SUBROUTINE ADDS HATER TO Ti-IF SOIL LAYERS, DETERMINES THE
AMOUNT OF WIATER AVAILABLE TO THE CROP, AND RECORDS THE AMOUNT

OF WATER LOST AS DEEP PERCOLATION
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DISTRIBUTE WATER TO THE SOIL LAYERS

H20=AP420 $ J.1
IF(M.GT.1)G0 TO 4002
M.1

4002 IF(J.GTeNLAYER(C))G0 TO 4004
H2n.H20.1.H20C4PA(J)
IF(H20.GT.H2OCAPJ(C,J))G0 TO 4001
420CAPA(J)-H20
420.0.0
GO TO 4004

4001 H2OCAPA(J)=H2OCAPJ(C,J)
H2O.H20.-•H2OCAPA(J)
J.B.14.1
GO TO 4002

CALCULATE THE AMOUNT OF WATER AVAILABLE TO THE CROP

4004 AMORM.1.313035
AA=IGROW(C)
AM*M/AA
RD*ANORM*ROmAX(C)*(IEXP(AM)EXP(a.AM))/(EXP(AM)+EXP(AM)))

*1

HnBCMU(D).0.0
4005 ROOT.J*THLAYER(C)

IF(ROOT.LT.RD)GO TO 4006
PLUS.(THLAYER(C)R(1OT+RD)/THLAYER(C)
H2OBCIU(D).H2OBCNU ( D)+CPLUS*H2OCAPACJi)
GI TO 4007

4006 H2OBCHU(0).H208C 4U(D)+420CAPA(J)
J.J+1
GO TO 4005

RECORD DEEP PERCOLATION

4007 PERC.PERC+H20
T4ZOCAP(0)-H208PERH20
RETURN
END
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COMMON/1/C,FAREAs/A8(JRT,ITITLE(15),NCR0P,PROFIT,R,ROAREA,IXCEPT

CONMON/2/AK(10),CATI(10),DCSMUSE(10,250),DMAX,DRE0,GANT,ACCEPT ,
2H2OCAPJ(10,10),IAL01(10),IAL02(10),IBREK(10),IDAY.IGROW(10),IYEAR ,
3NLAYER(10),OPPLD(10),POAMIN,POAREA,POEVAP(250),RAIN(250) , RDNAX(1 0 )
4,PLWPNORSEEPV,THLAYER(10),1SEEPVIPYLDAMT,YLDIN(10),YLDSL(10)
5,OP1W4T(10),CR0PS(10),ROTS(10),SOIL,WATDIF(10),YLDNIN(10)
6,CRPPRC(10),PROCST(10),ACRPFT#YLORTO,YIEL0(10),ISA,IGSR,10U8

COMM04/3/ACUSE(250),ACUSTO(250),AH20,APH20,0,DIFF(250) , EVAPRGAMTV ,
2GATN(250),GATNV(250),H20,H208CMU(25(è),H2OBPER,H2OCAPA(10) ,
3DRTYLD,	 ICHECK,IDIE,IDXP1NT,IC:ACK,IGAT4,III,M,ME(250),N0AYGPI,
4NDRYDAYINPRTOPY,PERC,PLUS,P0AITV(250),PCNOVIPORNV(250),POROV(250) ,
5POTEVAPOOVAPV(250),RATIO,RD.RLWPOV,ROGT,RUHO,SEVAPV(250),SURUNCF ,
6TH2OCAP(250),TOTCUSE,TOTEVAP,TOTRA/N,TPVAPV

INTEGER C,D,IPPLO,R

THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES IF THERE IS SUFFICIENT SOIL NO/STURF
TO PLANT THE CROP. IT ALSO PROVIDES FOR IRRIGATION IF POND
WATER IS AVAILABLE, AND DETERMINES CROP WATER USE

IGATN-0
IF(IDXPLNT.E0.2)G0 TO 5001
IF(TH20CAP(D).GT.DREO)I0XPLNT 2 2
IF(IOXPLNT.EQ.2)G0 TO 5C01
M2NOAYGR020
GO TO 5002

5001 IF(IG4CK.E0.1)G0 TO 5002
MIIN0AYGR0=NDAYGRO+1

5002 IF(H208CMU(0).GT.0.00001)G0 TO 5003
IF(IDXPLNT.LT.2)G0 10 5011
IF(M.GE.3)G0 TO 5014
GI TO 5011

5014 IF(PONOV.GT.RLWPOV)G0 TO 5010
5011 ACUSE(D) 20.0

I:LIECK30
GO TO 5005

5010 IF(PONIDV.GE.(RLWPOV+GAMTV))GO TO 5012

GATN(0)*(PONDV....PLWPOV)/FAREA
GO TO 5013

5012 GATN(0) , GAMT
5013 IGATNol

IF(IG4CX.E0.0)GA1NV(0)=GATN(D) * FAREA

GO TO 5009
5003 IF(D0SNUSE(C,M).LE.H20BCNU(0))G0 TO 5004

IF(PONOV.GT.RLWROV)G 0 TO 5010

ACUSEID) 04 20BCNU( 0 )
ICHECKal
GO TO 5005

5004 ACUSE(0)*0CSMUSE(C,M)
G4TN(0)-0.0
IF(IGACK.E0.0)GATNV(D)g 0 . 0
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ICHECK*2
5005 AH20=ACUSE(D)

TOTCUSESTOTCUSE4ACUSE(0)
ACUSTO(0)2TOTCU5E
ME(D)mil

RE40VE WATER FROM THE SOIL LAYERS

J=1
5006 IF(H70CAPA(J).GE.AH20)G0 10 5007

4H20-4H20••H2OCAPA(J)
420CA 3 A(J).0.0.
JeJ+1
GO TO 5006

5007 H2OCAPA(J)*H2OCARA(J)—AH20
1420C4P(0) ,BTH2OCAP(D)—ACUSE(D)
IF(TH2OCAR(D).LT.C.0)TH2OCAP(D)-0.0

5009 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE POND

COMMON/1/C,FAREA,IABORT,ITITLE(15),NCROP,PROFIT,R,ROARE4pIXCERT

COMMON/2/AK(10),CATI(10),DC5NUSE(10,250),0MAX,DREO,GAMT,ACCERT,
2420CARJ(10,10),IAL01(10),IAL02(10),I9REK(10),I0AY,/GROw(10),IYEAR,
3NLAYER(10),OPRLD(10),POAMIN,PIAREA,POEVAP(250),RAIN(250),ROMAX(10)
4,RLWPNDJoSEEP1,THLAYER(10),TSEEPV,YLDAMTNYLDIN(10),YLDSL(10)
5,ORTW4T(10).CRORS(10)pROTS(10),S0IL,WAT0IF(10),YL0MIN(10)
6,CRPPRC(10),PROCST(10),ACRPFT,YLORTO,YIELD(10),ISA,IGSR,IDWB

COMm14/3/ACUSE(250),ACUSTO(250)*Al20.APH20,0,DIFF(250),EVARAGAMTV,
2G4TN(250),GATNV(250),HZ0t42OBCMU(250),H2OBPER,H2OCAPA(10),
3DRTYLO,	 ICHECK0IDIE,IDXPL4T,ICACK,IGATM,IIIIMsME(250),NDAYGRO,
4MORYDAY,NPRTORY'REFC,PLUS,P0AMTV(250),PONDV,PORNV(250), 0 0ROV(250),
5ROTEVAP,POVAPV(250),RATIO,RDOLWPOV,ROOT,RUNOpSEVAPV(250),SURUNOF,
6T420C4P(250),TOTCUSE.TOTEVAP,TOTRAIN,TPVAPV

INTEGER CpOlOPPLORR
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THE POND, AND ALSO COMPUTES THE AMOUNT OF WATER STORED 14 THE
POND AT THE END OF EACH DAY

POVAPV(0)=POEVAPI()*ROAREA
SEVAPV(0)wPDVAPV(D)+SEERW
IF(PONEW.GE.POVAPV(0))G0 TO 6001
POVAPV(0)=PONDV
SEVAPV(0)2PONOV

6001 TPVAPV=TPVAPV+POVAPV(0)
PONDV=PONDV P OVAPV(D) —GATNV(0)+PORNV(D)+POROV(D)—SEEPV
TSEEPV 2 TSEEPV+SEVAPV(D)—POVAPV(0)
IF(RONDV.LT.0.0)PONDVs0.0
POAMTV(0)2P3NDV
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE DROUGHT

CONM04/1/C,FAREA,IABORT,ITITLE(15),NCROPpPROFIT,R,ROAREA,IXCEPT

COM404/2/AK(10),CATI(10),0CSMUSE(10,250),DMAX,DREQ,GAMT,ACCE 0 T,
2H2OCAPJ(10,10),IAL01(10),IAL02(10),IBREK(10),IDAY,IGROW(10),IYEAR,
34LAYER(10),ORPLD(10),P0AMIN,POAREA,POEVAP(250),RAIN(250),ROMAX(10)
4,RLWP40,SEEPV,THLAYER(10),TSEEPVOLDAMT,YLDIN(10),YLDSLI101
5p0PTW41(10),CROPS(10),ROTS(10),SOIL,WATDIF(10),YLDMIN(10)
6,CRRPRC(10),PROCST(10)##ACRPETOLORTO,YIELD(10),ISA,IGSR,IDWR

COM4O4/1/ACUSE(250),ACUSTO(250),AH20,APH2O,D,DIFF(250),EVAP,GAMTV ,

2G4TN(250),GATNV(250),H2O,H2OBCMU(250)020BPER,H2OCAPA(10),
3DRTYLD,	 ICHECK,IDIE,IDXPLNT,IGACK,IGA1N,III,M,ME(250),NDAYC410,
4NDRYDAY,NPRTDRY,PERC,PLUS,P0AMTV(250),PONDV,PORNV(250),POPOV(20) ,

5POTEV4P,POVAPV(250),RATI0,RD,RLWROV,R3OT , R0 4 0,SEVAPV(2 50 ) , SUPUNOR ,

6TH2OC4P(250),TOTCUSE,TOTEVAP,TOTRAIN , TRVAPV

INTEGER C,D.OPPLD,R

THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE EFFECT OF DROUGHT ON THE CROP

IDTE*0
IF(IOXPLNT.E0.2)00 TO 5002
NORYDAYs0
DIFF(0)20.0
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GO TO 6003
6002 NPRTDRTuNPRTDRY+I

DIFFID)*DCSMUSE(C,N)-..ACUSE(D)
IF(ICHECK.E'3.0)NORYDAYmNDRYDAY+1
IF(I.LT.IBREK(C))00 TO 6003
IP(NORTDAY.GT.IAL02(C))DRTYLD•ORTYLD-0.02
GO TO 6004

6003 IP(NDRYDAY.GT.IAL01(C))IDIE*1
6004 RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE YIELDS

COMMON/1/C,FAREAPIABORT,ITLTLE(15),NCROP,PROFIT,RtROAREA,IXCEPT

COMMON/2/4K(10),CATI(10),DCSNUSE(10,250),ONAX,DREQDGANTpACCEPT,
2H2OCAPJ(10,10),IALO1(10),IALO2(10),IBREK(10),IDAY,IGROW(10),IYEAR,
3NLAYER(10),OPQLD(10),P0AMIN,POAREA,POEVAP(250),RAIN(250),R0 1'AX(10)
4,RLWPNO,SEEPY,THLAYER(10),TSEEPV.YLDANT,TLOIN(10),YLDSL(10)
5,0PTWAT(10),CR0PS(10),ROTS(10),S0IL,WATDIF(10),YLDMIN(10)
6,CRPPRC(1 0 ).PROCST(10),ACRPFT,YLORTO,YIELD(10),ISA,IGSR,IDWB

COMNON/3/ACUSE(250),ACUSTO(250),AH20,APH20$0,DIFF(250),EVAPJPGANTV,
2GATN(250),GATHV(250),H2OPH2OBCNU(250),H208PER,H2OCAPA(10),
3DRTYLD,	 ICHECKPIDIE,IDXPLNT,IGACK,IgATN,III,N,NE(250),N0AYR0.
4NORYDAY,NPRTDRY,PPRC,PLUS,P0AMTV(250),PONDV,PORNV(250),POROV(250),
5POTEV4P,POVAPV(250),RATIO,RO,RLWPGV,ROOT,RUNO,SEVAPV(250),SURUNOF,
6TH2OC4P(250),TOTCUSE,TOTEVAP,TOTRAINITPVAPY

IMTEG;.R C,D,OPPLD,R

THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATE t THE ACTUAL CROP YIELD

YLDAMTACYLOSL(C)*TOTCUSE+YLDIN(C))*DRTYLD
IF(ADANT.LT.YLONIN(C))YLDANTE3.0
RETURN
ENO
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TO ADJUST THF PROGRAM FOR RATIO RUNS, REMOVE SUBROUTINE *LANDS
AND REPLACE THE CARDS 14 PROGRAM *ROFARM* AT ADDRESS 6000
THROUGH 6001 WITH THE FOLLOWING CARDS.
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6001 CONTINUE
IXCEPT21
Cs
Rs
FARE A'
ROAREA2
CALL WATER

6002 CONTINUE

(INTEGER NUMBER IDENTIFYING CROP)
(INTEGER NUMBER IDENTIFYING RUNOFF TREATMENT)
(REAL NUMBER OF ACRES OF FARM AREA)
(REAL NUMBER OF ACRES OF CATCHMENT AREA)

SUPPLY THE NECESSARY VALUES FOR CP R. FAREA, AND ROAREA.



APPENDIX B

DEFINITIONS OF VARIABLES

Each asterisked variable indicates an array.

ACCEPT	 Percentage of maximum yield required of actual yield to be

accepted as optimal (decimal)

ACCPPC*	 Maximum net profit for a crop (dollars/acre)

ACRES	 Total land area available for allocation (acres)

ACRPFT*	 Actual net profit for a crop (dollars/acre)

ACUSE*	 Actual crop water use for each day (inches)

ACUSTO*	 Total crop water use thus far for each day (inches)

AK*	 Runoff coefficient for a runoff treatment (decimal)

ANPREC	 Total rainfall for the growing season (inches)

APH20	 Water applied to the farm area (inches)

Identification number for the allocated crop

CATI*	 Initial abstraction required before runoff occurs for a run-

off treatment (inches)

CROPS*	 Name of a crop (alphanumeric)

CRPPRC*	 Crop price (dollars/pound)

DCSMUSE*	 Daily theoretical crop water use (inches)

DIFF*	 Potential crop water use minus actual water use (inches)

DMAX	 Depth of ponded water on farm area before overflow occurs

(inches)
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DREQ	 Soil moisture required for planting (inches)

DRTYLD	 Factor used to reduce the crop yield for drought conditions

EINT1(2)	 Evaporation function intercepts

ESLP1(2)	 Evaporation function slopes

EVAP	 Soil moisture evaporation (inches)

FAMIN	 Minimum area to be allocated to crops (acres)

FAREA	 Crop area (acres)

GAMT	 Water to be applied as irrigation (inches)

GATN*	 Water applied as irrigation that day (inches)

GSPREC*	 Total precipitation falling during a crop's growing period

(inches)

H2OBCMU*	 Water available to the crop before that day's actual water

use (inches)

H2OBPER	 Water available to the crop and deep percolation (inches)

H2OCAPA*	 Soil moisture in each soil layer (inches)

H2OCAPJ*	 Maximum water holding capacity of each soil layer (inches)

IAL01*	 First (or seedling) drought tolerance for a crop, i.e. the

time duration the seedling can survive without water (days)

IAL02*	 Second (or mature) drought tolerance for a crop, i.e. the

time duration the mature crop can go without water before a

yield reduction due to drought occurs (days)

IAVGS	 "Average" growth period for the crops (days)

IAVPD	 "Average" planting date for the crops (days after day one)

IBREK*	 Break between a crop's seedling and mature stages (days after

day one)
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ICHECK	 Index showing relative amount of water the crop received that

day = 0 = no water

= 1 = less than potential water use

= 2 = full potential water use

IDAVAP	 Day of peak evaporation (days after day one)

IDAY	 Last day of the growing season; i.e. end of rainfall data

(days after day one)

IDIE	 Index indicating if the first drought tolerance has been ex-

ceeded = 0 = no	 = 1 = yes

IDV	 Index for precipitation data verification printout

= 0 = not desired	 = 1 = desired

IDWB	 Index for daily water balance printout

= 0 = not desired	 = 1 = desired

IDXPLNT	 Index showing the planting status of the crop

= 0 = before optimum planting date, crop not planted

= 1 = after optimum planting date, crop not planted

= 2 = crop planted

IEND	 Final year of precipitation data

IFAIL	 Index for crop failure

= 0 = success

= 1 = failure due to seeling drought

= 2 = failure due to late planting

IGROW*	 Length of a crop's growth period from planting to harvesting

(days)
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IGSR	 Index for growing season results printout

= 0 = not desired	 = 1 = desired

ISA	 Index for sensitivity analysis printout

= 0 = not desired	 = 1 = desired

ITITLE*	 Problem title (alphanumeric)

IXCEPT	 Index for acceptance of allocation

= 0 = not accepted	 = 1 = accepted

IYEAR	 Year on which the program is working

NCONS	 Number of L.P. constraints

NCROP	 Number of crops being considered

NDAYGRO	 Number of days crop has been growing

NDRYDAY	 Number of continuous days crop is without water

NLAYER*	 Number of soil layers for a crop

NROT	 Number of runoff treatments being considered

NVAR	 Number of L.P. variables

NVSLK	 Number of L.P. variables and slack variables

OPPLD*	 Optimum planting date for a crop (days after day one)

OPTWAT*	 Theoretical consumptive use for a crop's growth period

(inches)

PAN	 Pan coefficient to be applied to evaporation data (decimal)

PERC	 Water lost as deep percolation (inches)

POAMIN	 Water in the pond on day one (inches)

POAMTV*	 Water in the pond at the end of each day (acre-inches)

POAREN . 	Pond area (acres)

POEVAP*	 Potential evaporation for that day (inches)
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PONDV	 Volume of pond water (acre-inches)

PORNV*	 Rain added to the pond for each day (acre-inches)

POROV*	 Runoff added to the pond for each day (acre-inches)

POTEVAP	 Potential soil moisture evaporation (inches)

POVAPV*	 Pond evaporation for each day (acre-inches)

PROCST*	 Production cost for a crop (dollars/acre)

PROFIT	 Profit associated with the allocation (dollars/acre)

Identification number for the chosen runoff treatment

RAIN*	 Daily rainfall data (inches)

RAINTO*	 Daily total rainfall (inches)

RATIO	 Catchment area divided by crop area

RDDP	 Crop root depth (inches)

RDMAX*	 Maximum root depth for a crop (inches)

RLWPND	 Lower limit on pond depth for irrigation use (inches)

ROAREA	 Size of catchment area (acres)

RORT*	 Runoff yield for the "average" season from a runoff treatment

(inches)

ROTPRC*	 Cost of applying a runoff treatment (dollars/acre)

ROTS*	 Name of a runoff treatment (alphanumeric)

'SEEP	 Daily seepage from the pond (inches)

SEVAPV*	 Combination seepage and pond evaporation for each day (acre-

inches)

SOIL	 Soil characteristic coefficient (decimal)

SURUNOF	 Water overflow to the pond (inches)
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TEMPRC	 Temporary runoff treatment price, used when the minimum crop

area is not met (dollars/acre)

THLAYER*	 Thickness of soil layers for a crop (inches)

TH2OCAP*	 Total moisture in all the soil layers for each day (inches)

TOTCUSE	 Actual water use by the crop for the entire growing period

(inches)

TOTEVAP	 Total water evaporated from the soil (inches)

TOTRAIN	 Total rain during the growing season (inches)

WATDIF*	 Potential water use minus actual water use for a crop (inches)

YIELD*	 Maximum yield for a crop (pounds/acre)

YLDAMT	 Actual crop yield (pounds/acre)

YLDIN*	 Intercept for a crop yield function

YLDMIN*	 Minimum yield for a crop (pound/acre)

YLDRTO	 Actual crop yield divided by maximum crop yield

YLDSL*	 Slope for a crop yield function



APPENDIX C

DATA INPUT PROCEDURE

The sequenee of data input is presented with FORTRAN formats to

indicate the relative positioning of the data on the cards. Data with an

F format should have a decimal point somewhere in the field. Data with

an I format is right justified. The symbol uff" indicates that more than

one card is required.to provide the requested data.

Card 1	 (8 I 10) NCROP, NROT, IDAY, IEND, ISA, IGSR, IDWB, IDV

IDAY is the last day of the year for which rainfall data is being

supplied. The program is set for day one being March 15. It

is permissible to use another day for day one but the print-

out will read day one as being March 15 unless format card

WATER 208 is changed. Day one should occur at a time when

the precipitation is rain and not snow. Likewise IDAY should

occur before snowfall begins.

ISA (sensitivity analysis) is only available for the allocation

run.

(8 F 10.3) AK (L), L=1, NROT

The runoff treatments should be given in order of increasing

runoff coefficients. Once an order has been assigned to run-,

off treatments and crops, these orders must be maintained in

Card 2
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all data related to the treatments and crops. It is desir-

able to use no treatment at all as a form of runoff treatment.

Card 3	 (8 F 10.3) CATI (L), L=1, NROT

Card 4	 (8 F 10.3) POAREA, POAMIN, RLWPND, DMAX, GAMT, DREQ, SEEP,

ACRES

The pond is assumed to be a constant area, i.e., vertical

walls.

Card 5	 (8 F 10.3) FAMIN

In the event the system cannot meet the minimum crop area the

program will print a statement to this effect and FAMIN must

be reduced.

Card 6	 (8 F 10.3) RDMAX (N), N=1, NCROP

Card 7	 (8 I 10) IGROW (N), N=1, NCROP

Card 8	 (8 I 10) IBREK (N), N=1, NCROP

Card 9	 (8 I 10) IAL01 (N), N=1, NCROP

Card 10	 (8 F 10) IALOZ (N), N=1, NCROP

Card 11	 (8 F 10.3) YLDSL (N), N=1, NCROP

Crop yield is considered a linear function of consumptive use.

Card 12	 (8 F 10.3) YLDIN (N), N=1, NCROP

Card 13	 (8 F 10.3) YLDMIN (N), N=1, NCROP

It is assumed that a crop must have a minimum consumptive use

to produce a yield. YLDMIN is the corresponding minimum

yield.

Card 14	 (8 I 10) OPPLD (N), N=1, NCROP
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Card 15	 (8 I 10) NLAYER (N), N=1, NCROP

The model provides for a variable number of soil layers for

each crop. The thickness of the layers must be equal for

each crop. This allows for various soil horizons. If the

first horizon is twice the thickness of the second, then two

layers should be allocated to the first horizon and only one

layer to the second horizon, etc. The thickness of the lay-

ers determines the extent of soil water evaporation since it

can occur only in the top layer. The total soil depth must

be equal to or greater than the maximum root depth of the

crop.

Card 16 ff (8 F 10.3) DCSMUSE (N,M) N=1, NCROP; M=1, IGROW (N)

(8 F 10 .3) H2OCAPJ (N,J) N= 1 , NCROP; J=1, NLAYER (N)

The daily theoretical consumptive use for the crops and the

water holding capacities of the soil layers for the crops are

read in using a DO loop. The data cards are arranged to read

the daily theoretical consumptive use for crop #1, the water

holding capacities of each soil layer for crop #1, the daily

theoretical consumptive use for crop #2, the water holding

capacities of each soil layer for crop #2, etc. The number

of data for the daily theoretical consumptive use of a crop

must be equal to the number of days required for the crop to

grow. Likewise the number of data of water holding capaci-

ties for a crop must equal the number of soil layers for that
-

crop. For example: a crop with IGROW = 100 and NLAYER = 4,
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would require 13 data cards of daily theoretical consumptive

use data (12 cards with 8 data and 1 card with 4 data) and

one card (4 data) of water holding capacity data.

Card 17	 (8 F 10.3) THLAYER (N) N=1, NCROP

Card 18	 (6 F 10.5, I 10) ESLP1, ESLPZ, EINT1, EINTZ, PAN SOIL, IDAVAP

As explained in the text, evaporation data is read as to

linear functions with the peak evaporation occurring on

IDAVAP. If the evaporation data is taken from an evaporation

pan, a pan coefficient (PAN) is required. SOIL will usually

be in the range of 0.05 to 0.10.

Card 19 (8 F	 10.3) CRPPRC (N) N=1, NCROP

Card 20 (8	 F	 10.3) PROCST (N) N=1, NCROP

Card 21 (8	 F	 10.3) ROTPRC (L) L=1, NROT

Card 22 [10(A6,ZX)] CROPS (N) N=1, NCROP

Card 23 [10(A6,ZX)] ROTS (L) L=1, NROT

CROPS and ROTS are the six letter alphanumeric names of the

crops and the runoff treatments, respectively.

Card 24 ff (14, IX, I5A5) YEAR ITITLE [4, 4X, 8 (I4,F5.z)] YEAR, [DAY(I),

RAIN (I) I=1, 8]

This is the precipitation datas. Each year of data is pre-

ceded by a card stating the year of the data and the title of

the problem. The problem title should also contain the year

of the data. The precipitation data for that year is given

on a series of cards, each of which must state the year as

the first piece of data. After the year, each card can hold
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eight pairs of rainfall data, consisting of the number of

days after day one on which the event occurred and the amount

of precipitation in inches which fell. If the number of data

is such that the last data card has no empty fields, an addi-

tional card bearing only the year must be added. The last

year for which data is available must equal IEND.



APPENDIX D

INPUT DATA FOR BLACK MESA

Although studies are presently in progress on the Black Mesa to

collect needed hydrologic data, the vast majority of the input data

needed for this model were not available. For this reason, data col-

lected from regions other than the Black Mesa had to be used. Where pos-

sible, the data were modified to allow for translocation to the Black

Mesa. Modifications to data were based on accepted theory, experience of

knowledgeable persons or the personal judgement of the author.

Crop Data 

Four crops were selected for possible use in runoff agriculture

on the reclaimed coal spoils of the Black Mesa: barley, corn, wheat, and

sorghum. Data pertaining to these crops were obtained from various pub-

lications of the College of Agriculture of The University of Arizona and

from personal communications with members of the College staff. The in-

put data utilized are listed in Table 4.

Theoretical consumptive use data were obtained using the Blaney-

Criddle method for adapting the data to the Black Mesa (Erie et al. 1965).

Data for field corn was obtained through communications with U of A Col-

lege of Agriculture staff members.

Crop prices were obtained from U.S. Government statistics on 1976

prices paid to the farmer in Arizona CMayes 1976). Production cost data
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Table 4. Crop data for Black Mesa.

CROP

DATA NAME

Barley Corn Wheat - Sorghum

RDMAX (inches) 72.0 60.0 72.0 72.0

IGROW (days) 150 104 144 120

IBREK (days) 30 24 26 11

IAL01	 (days) 8 7 8 10

IAL02	 (days) 25 20 25 30

YLDSL 135.0 335.0 225.0 180.0

YLDIN -615.0 -2000.0 -1290.0 -230.0

YLDMIN (lbs/acre) 500.0 1000.0 500.0 1000.0

OPPLD March 15 May I March 15 May 15

CRPPRC (dollars) .058 .057 .059 .052

PROCST (dollars) 86.10 99.24 100.01 99.74

DCSMUSE (inches) 32.704 22.746 27.940 23.489
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for wheat, barley, and sorghum was taken from data relating to the

Colorado River Indian Reservation of Arizona (Wright and Stubblefield

1973) while data for corn was extracted from data relating to the South-

east Region of Colorado (Wright et al. 1973). An example of these eco-

nomic analyses is given in Table 5.

Runoff Treatment Data 

Four runoff treatments were considered: none, compacted earth,

sodium treatment, and gravel covered plastic. No initial abstractions

were used for any of the treatments. The runoff coefficient of 0.11 for

no treatment was obtained from studies done on the Black Mesa. Runoff

coefficients and cost data for the other treatments were obtained from

studies done near Tucson, Arizona (Cluff 1975) as shown in Table 6.

Costs of applying the treatments were obtained by applying the

formula

3.259 x 10 5 gal 
COST PER YEAR -	 (X)(Y)(k)

12 acre inches (7 )

where X = acre inches of rainfall per year

Y = cost of water per 1000 gallons

k = runoff coefficient

Climate Data 

Evaporation data was taken from Page, Arizona over a six year

period. The ascending function used was ESLP1 = 0.0025 and EINT1 = 0.27;

the descending function was ESLP2 = -0.0024 and EINT2 = 0.72; with the

peak day of evaporation being June 14. The pan coefficient used was 0.67.
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Table 5. Production costs for one acre of corn.

Variable Costs 

1. Land Preparation

2. Planting

3. Growing

a. Fertilization	 $18.80

b. Irrigation Labor	 3.80

c. Chemical Weed Control 	 4.82

d. Cultivation	 2.01

$ 7.93

7.71   

29.43

4. Harvesting
	 5.47

5. Misc. Variable Costs
	 15.50

6. Interest on Variable Costs
(8% for 6 Months)	 2.64 

Total Variable Costs	 $68.68

Fixed Costs 

7. Machinery	 10.71 

Total Costs	 $79.39

Contingency and Inflation 

8. 25% of Total Costs	
19.85 

TOTAL PRODUCTION COST PER ACRE	
$99.24 

Notes: Costs incurred for no crop planted due to late

arrival of rainy season are 7 and 8.	 Total	 $13.39

Costs incurred for seedling drought are 1, 2,

1/2 of 3a, 1/5 of 5, 6, 7, and 8.	
Total	 $49.98

Costs incurred for minimum yield not met are

1, 2, 3, 4/5 of 5, 6, 7, and 8.	
Total	 $88.10
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Table 6. Runoff treatment data for Black Mesa.

RUNOFF TREATMENT

DATA NAME
No	 Compacted	 Sodium &

Treatment	 Earth	 Compaction

Gravel
Covered
Plastic

AK .11 .35 .50 .70

CATI
(inches) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

ROTPRC
(dollars/acre) 0.00 -20.50 -34.80 -77.60

March 15 was selected for day one of the model. The last day of

the growing season is October 1; eighty-five percent of the first fall

frosts occur after this date.

The precipitation data used was from Betatakin, Arizona. Twenty

years of precipitation data (1956-1975) were used.

Soil Data 

Soil layers of twenty inches in depth were assumed. Since the

spoils are essentially homogeneous, the only need for using more than 
one

layer was for soil moisture evaporation restriction.

The spoil material has a field capacity 
of 16.6 percent; hence a

water holding capacity of 3.32 inches was used for 
each soil layer. The
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number of soil layers assigned to each crop was that number necessary to

allow attainment of maximum root depth.

The soil characteristic coefficient was assigned a value of 0.08.

Pond Data

Seepage from the collection pond on the Black Mesa was estimated

at 0.15 inches per day. Pond size was set at 0.5 acres. The minimum

pond level for irrigation was set at the same depth as the inches of

water in the pond on March 15 to insure that irrigation could only uti-

lize water produced during that year.

Miscellaneous Data 

The depth of water which may pond over the farming area before

overflow occurs to the pond was set at 3.0 inches. This same figure was

used as the amount of water to be applied per irrigation. These values

were chosen to prevent excessive loss of water to deep percolation below

the maximum root depth of the crop.

One hundred acres was arbitrarily selected as the area of land

available for allocation. The minimum area to be allocated to crops was

set at 0.1 acres to allow the model free reign to determine the optimum

allocation.
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